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Advisory Boards

>^\sticg

Men Who Are Serving
Registrants In Rockland
and Camden
Listed here are the names of those
on the Advisory Board for regis
trants in Knox County, to whom
they are to go for help In filling out
their questionnaires, which are now
being sent out.
No. One, Rockland

Members—Judge Harry E. Wilbur,
chairman, Alan L. Bird and James
Connellan of Rockland.
Associate members—Frank H. In
graham, Rockland; Ensign Otis,
Rockland; Edward C. Payson, Rock
land; Elisha W. Pike, Rockland;
Alfred M. Strout, Thomaston;
Stuart C. Burgess, Rockland; Ro
land Oushee, Unioif; Maynard
Brown, Appleton; Herbert Cunning
ham, Washington; Philip Seekins,
Thomaston; Axel Nelson, Georges
j River Rd., Thomaston; A. L. Brown,
i South Thomaston; Forrest Wall,
| Tenant’s Harbor; Albert Orff, War
ren; Melvin Lawry, Friendship;
Harold Nash, Camden, R.F.D. No. 1;
Alton Calderwood, North Haven;
David Duncan, Vinalhaven.
No. 2 Camden
Members — Judge Zelma M.
Dwinal, chairman; J. H. Montgom
ery, Joseph H. Sylvester, Camden;
Associate members—Ralph C.
Wentworth, Cartiden; Charles A.
Perry, Camden; Gilbert Harmon,
Camden; Elmer True, Hope; Benja
min Nichols, Union, R.F.D. No. 2;
A. E Bums, Union;' John Howard,
Union; E. C. Teague, Warren;
Charles Kigel, Warren; Henry Kontlo, West Rockport; Lester Shibles,
Rockport.

THE POSTMASTER CANDIDATES
Ralph M. Rogers, Field Civil
Service Examiner, has been ln the
city several days conducting on
behalf of the U. S. Civil Service
Commission the necessary Inves
tigation of the character, repu
tation. experience, activities, per
sonal attributes and relative quali
fications of the 11 applicants for
postmaster at Rockland. This is
an offlce of tile first class and the
salary of the postmaster is $3300
per annum. Mr. Rogers stated
that the examination is held un
der the Act of Congress approved
by the President, June 25, 1938.
It is understood that the aplicants (alphabetically) are Albert
E. Averill. George H. Avery. Thomas
H. A. Chisholm. James Connellan.
Roswell F. Eaton. Rufus Atwood
Hall. Donald L. Karl. Harrison P.
MacAlman. David Robert McCarty.
Almon P. Richardson and Edward
R. Veazie.
The factors which the Commis
sion chiefly considers in grading
WILL. BE TOTAL LOSS

The four-masted schooner Helen I
Barnet Oring is reported by her
Portland operators to be a total loss
on the coast of Cuba.
Bernstein & Jacobson said Capt.,
A W. Scott, formerly of Deer Isle,
and his crew, believed to total nine,
were saved when the fertilizer-la
den ship ran ashore and broke ln
two late in October while enroute
from Venezuela to Jacksonville Fla.

For evening, try a rouge Just one
shade darker than your lipstick

MABEL F. LAMB

Teacher of Piano
1 Lesson per week. 1 j hour
2 Lessons per week, 4 hour.
3 Lessons per week, 'i hour,
4 Lessons per week, '» hour.
5 Lessons per week. H hour,
6 Lessons per week, S hour,

.50
.70
1.05
1.40
1,75
2.00

Phone 1026 for appointment or
call at 100 Limerock St., Rockland

applicants are: Kind, extent and
success of experience; extent of
public contacts and success ln
meeting and dealing with the pub
lic; industry, resourcefulness and
initiative; and the absence of dis
qualifying defects in character and
physical condition. The Commis
sion gives careful and impartial
consideration to all applicants and
will rate as eligible only those
whom it finds to meet the require
ments of eligibility as set forth
in tlie announcement of the ex
amination.
The investigator is limited to as
certaining and reporting facts,
and he can make no recommenda
tion as to who shall be rated elig
ible nor as to the grades of the
ebgibles. Yhe duty of rating the
applicants rests entirely with the
U. 8. Civil Service Commission at
Washington
Under the law passed ln 1938,
Ruth Mayhew Tent entertained
selection for appointment must be guests Monday night from Somer
made from among the three high ville, Mass., Cushing. Belfast and
est eligibles.
Franklin, Department President
Evelyn Bunker making her official
visit. Other department officers
THE WALDOBORO VOTE
Waldoboro makes a correction present were Mrs. Jessie DeBeck.
department secretary, and Mrs
on the numbers of votes cast there.
Myra Dutch, past department pres
The figures should read: Republi ident. Mrs. Priscilla Smith was
cans.595; Democrats, 380.
chairman of the supper, and the
tables were attractive with candles
and flags, one table arranged es
pecialy for the past presidents and
The third and fourth degrees guests, having as a centerpiece a
will be worked on three candidates beautifully decorated cake, which
at the meeting Monday night of was presented to the past presi
Owls Head Orange with the har dents by Mrs. Florence Smith. At
vest supper served at 6 30. Deputy the business session, the degree was
Lloyd Crockett will be present for conferred on Mrs. Florence Rogers
Vocal solos were sung by Mrs. Jen
Inspection.
nie Pietroski and remarks made by
visitors. An invitation was ex
BROKEN PLAYTHINGS
[For The Courier-Gazette)
tended to Anderson Camp to meet
When a child, you broke your dolly. with the Tent at the next meeting
Do you remember how you'd go
Nov. 18, when Helen Paladino will
With the broken toy to mother?
How to mend she'd always know
She would take your broken plaything. be chairman of the supper. The
Deft repairing quickly do.
! department president installed pres
Then ahe'd dry your tears, and hand
ident Lina Carroll to the offlce of
you
Back your dolly good as new.
Depai-ment Press correspondent,
Now you’re older, dreams are broken,
which was left vacant by the resig
nope'a bright flame Is burning low,
But there's one who can repair all
nation of Mrs. Eliza Plummer.
If you will but to Him go
He will take your dreams all shattered
In His tender dexterous Hand.
Give back everything that mattered
Made ail shiny, new and grand.
Nellie M Ervlne

The three front grilles on the
Super DeLuxe Ford cars for 1941
are die castings, chromium plated.

THREE CENTS A COPT

CONFESSES HORRIBLE CRIME
The mystery surrounding the disappearance of Miss
Pauline Young 16, was solved early this morning when the
police and sheriff departments found the dismembered re
mains on the premises at 28 Crescent street.
The gruesome flnd was made after the step-father John
Phelps, 54, an attempted suicide, is alleged to have made
a complete confession at Knox Hospital. Phelps took flve
Sheriff C. Earle Ludwick, who
bichloride tablets and when these failed to have the ex obtained the signed confession, and
directed search for body.
pected result he slashed his left wrist with a jack-knife.

The house on Crescent street where the crime was committed.

—Photo by Cullen.

Bleeding profusely from his wound, he was found on

Union street near the police station, by Patrolman Roland

J. Sukeforth at 2 o'clock this morning. Questioned at the
police station as to the motive for attempted suicide, Phelps

broke down and confessed to Sheriff C. Earle Ludwick,

County Attorney Jerome C. Burrows and Chief Arthur D.
Fish, that he had slain his step-daughter Halloween night,

John Phelps

and disposed of the remains.
A quarrel had ensued, he said, when he remonstrated
with his daughter about going out on Halloween night. To
prevent her leaving the house he had locked all of the doors.
“She cursed me,” said Phelps, “and came at me with
a butcher knife. I threw a hammer at her and it struck her
on the forehead. I turned her over, found she was not
breathing, and knew she was dead. I didn't know what to
do with the body, but finally removed the head with an axe
and a knife. The body I dragged down the cellar stairs, and
wrapping it in burlap bags put it out through a cellar win
dow under the piazza.”
And after Deputy Sheriff Ernest Oray had removed
the lattice work this morning the officers found it there, in

TURKEY-CHICKEN SHOOT
ALL DAY SUNDAY, NOV. 10
Starting at 9 o’clock
WINSTON’S FARM
SOUTH HOPE. ME. ON ROUTE 17
Hunting Rifles and Shot Guns
134-135

FOOTBALL

ever filmed
in Technicolor!

TODAY, SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 9
AT COMMUNITY PARK, ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL
vs.

WESTBROOK HIGH SCHOOL
Game called at 1.30
Paramount Protontt

GARY COOPER
MADELEINE CARROLL
CECIL B.'deMILLE'S

NORTH WEST
MOUNTED POUGF

NATIVE TURKEYS
Order Your Thanksgiving Turkey Now!
PHONE 21-2

FRED TRECARTIN
SOUTH THOMASTON, ME.

in Technicolor!

Outbuildings at rear of Phelps home where portions of his step-daughter’s body were recovered.
—Photo by Cullen.

five burlap bags, one containing the lower limbs, one the
right shoulder, arm and part of the chest, one the left shoul

der, an arm and part of the chest, one a thigh and part of
PRICES:
MATINEE
Children.
All Seats

ARMISTICE
BALL

15c

30c, tax 3c; total

33c

EVENING
Children.

20c

Balcony 30c, tax 3c; total

ARMISTICE NIGHT, MON., NOV. 11

33c

Orchestra, 45c; tax 5c; total 50c

COMMUNITY BUILDING, ROCKLAND
MUSIC BY

Strand f.
SHOWS <

• Matinee 2.00; Evg., 6.15

A

8.30

HAL’S RHYTHMAIRES
-

DANCING 8.30 TO 12.00

CASH DOOR PRIZE
DANCE FAVORS
TURKEY-CHICKEN BEANO
OPENS 7.00 O’CLOCK—NO ADMISSION TO BEANO ROOM
133-135

The Black Cat

—Prompt Work By Officials

"zi’he mightiest
adventure-romance

Volume 95............ Number 135.

John Phelps Admits, Officers Say, That He
Killed Step-Daughter With Hammer—Dis
membered Body Found In Five Bags—
Searching For Head At Witham’s Wharf

Our Grange Corner

Tenants Harbor.

WED. THURS. FRI. SAT.
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the torso, and one a thigh.
A search of the henpen failed to reveal the head, which
was supposed to have been buried there, and later there

were dragging operations at the northeastern corner of
Witham's wharf, where it was understood the head had

been thrown.
A thorough search of the house and premises had |
been made by the authorities during the week following
the disappearance, but no trace of the missing girl was
found.
County Attorney Jerome C. Burrows held the Knox
County grand jury over for two days, but the solution of
the crime did not come until after it had been discharged.
Phelps’ wife, formerly Thelma Young, is employed at
the almshouse but stays at home over night. She was found
there this morning hy The Courier-Gazette reporter, at(Continued on Page Six)

(By The Roving Reporter)

California has the largest num
ber of motor vehicles ln proportion
to population, there being only 2.7
persons per passenger car owned,
while Arkansas comes at the other
end of the list with 11.3 persons per
car.

The New Zealand woman who re
ceived two letters from her seafaring
husband—one containing 194 pages,
and the other 394—is in no position
to find fault because he didn’t
"write.” The letters were penned by
the captain while his ship was run
Wilikle will go down In history as ning between New Zealand and
the man who launched 10.000.000 America during the World War.
buttons.—Ed, Pointer in the Boston Quite certain that he didn’t flnd
Globe.
much time to write to other women.
And he will also go down in his
tory as Uie man who received the
Pope Pius XII received Rome
largest popular vote ever given to radio announcers the other day and
a Republican candidate, winner or expressed hope that they would al
loser,
ways speak the truth. “You have
a powerful voice which reaches the
Rockland once had a merchant four corners of the world,” the
who was in business at The Brook, Pontiff said. “Let us hope that
and a decided pessimist. One day a voice will always speak words of
stranger walked Into his establish truth, enlightenment and love."
ment. “How’s business?’’ he asked. And tliat would be splendid advice
"Rotten,'’ was the emphatic reply. for the “high commands” who are
giving us such conflicting news ln
"Sorry to hear that,’’ said the
regard to the war in Europe.
stranger, "for I was thinking of buy
ing it.” What the pessimist said
A woman clerk on Main street bet
to himself after the stranger left
a
local business man a chocolate
lias never been made known.
cake against two lobsters that Wlll
Fifteen years ago one automobile kie would win. She’s paid the bet,
company's standard model con but what makes her the maddest is
tained 4500 parts; Its best selling Job that Willkie didn't win.
of a decade ago had 6000 parts, and
its current model in the low priced
One year ago: The Knox County
field possesses 16,000 parts. This grand Jury, in session only a few
trend illustrates why more men are hours, reported six indictments—A
needed for each car manufactured Bangor to Waterville plane was
today than back ln Uie twenties.
forced down at Waldoboro, but

neither of the occupants was Injured
Stamp collections will be interest
ed to know that during the 100-year —Justice Arthur Chapman ad
period of philately 99,324 varieties dressed the Lions Club—Daniel E.
Dunbar, 83, died in Warren.
of stamps have been issued.

looking forward to the Rockl&ndMcKinley match here Saturday
night.
How They Are Faring At
Roger ("Chuck”) Miller ls rather
Ft. McKinley As Told By worried about his "Pop” Charlie
Our Staff Correspondent Poster. What are you doing "Pop?"
Port McKinley
Let us know, please.
Sgt. Freeland Staples ls going to
Don Rossnagle wishes it an
nounced that he is going to Rock get quite a surprise when he gets
back from voting. The Post car
land this Saturday.
penters have put In new doors in
"Red Sails in the Sunset" seems the supply-room. Maybe they are
to be quite popular around the Fort. slightly wider for his benefit.
Much to the disappointment of
Jimmy Goodwin wishes he had
his "Leapin' Lena" here to ride most of us, a list has been pre
pared by which only one-third of
around in.
the Battery can go home a week.
Hugh Athearn of Battery E is on Therefore we will get off every
special duty for a few days. Be sure third weekend. It has been brought
to our attention that B.O. 1st Sgt.
to get back ln time, Hugh.
Herman Hatch of Waldoboro one I Libby's name has been omitted from
of our recently discharged mem the lists. Maybe he's not going to
bers is reported engaged to be mar visit back home.
ried .
We hear that “Papa” Hoyt is
"Early to bed, Early to rise, Makes planning to have more tattooing
a man healthy, wealthy and wise." done. We'd like to know where he’ll
Most of us are healthy and a few put them, because there isn't much
are wise, but none of us ls getting room left.
very wealthy, not even on payday.
Walt Anderson is now one of the
Halloween was very quiet here. crew at the fire station. All he has
No street signs moved, no cars on to do is sit around and wait for a
roofs; no soap on window. "Hardly fire. Pretty soft. I calls it.
a creature was stirring—not even a
AU of the boys here are waiting
mouse.”
for the first of the draftees. So far,
We hear that one of our ex-mem about all we've had to do with the
bers, Dick 8taples, ls now a captain draft has been because of Pvt.
—captain of the Junior Class bas Brown leaving the civilian gate
ketball team at Thomaston High. open. Then lt was plenty drafty.
Do you need some captain's bars, But. really boys, don’t be afraid
Dick, or would they weigh too of us. We don't bite.
much?
Well, folks, the weeks are gUding
Frank Williams has Just been dis away quickly and pretty soon lt will
charged from the Station Hospital. be too cold to travel so come for a
He says that nothing short of a visit while you can. And write to
broken neck could get him to go anyone but Charlie Simpson and
back to that place. It's as good as a Corp. Willis Moody. They get all
prison without the bars.
the maU as’ lt ls.
Alton ("Barney”) Brann and Bill
Stewart M. Pollard
Young really went to work Monday
night setting up pins ln the bowling
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
alley. It left them rather lame and
If
I had my life to lira again 1
they think they do not want to keep
would have made a rule to read eotne
the Job.
poetry and Uaten to some music at
least once a week. The loee ot theae
Speaking of bowling, we are all tastes
la a loaa of hepplnaaa Charted

With Our Soldiers

Darwin
IN FLANDERS FIELDS

Old

DANCE

New

SIMONTON CORNER
EVERY SATURDAY NITE
Music By

Bud Clark and Orchestra
8.30 to 12.00
City Marshal Arthur D. Fish, who

was on the case from the start.

Admission 15c, 35c, plus tax
135‘lt

Ir, Flanders fields the popples blow
Between the crosses, row on row.
That mark our place: and In the sky
The larks, still bravely singing, fly
Scarce heard amid the guns below.
We are the Dead. Short days ago
We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow.
Loved and were loved, and now we lie
In Flanders flelda.

Take up our quarrel with the foe;
To you from falling hands we throw
The torch: be youre to hold lt high.
If ye break faith with ua who die
We shall not sleep, though poppies
grow

In Flanders fields.

—Ueut.-CoL Joba MoCra

The Courier-Gazette
THUEB-TIMES-A-WEEK

HIGH SCHOOL NEWS
Bv the Pupils

Book Review
(By K. S. F.)
If You Don't Weaken, author
Oscar Ameringer, with foreword by
Carl Sandburg. Publishers, Henrv
Holt & Company, New York.
This really is the autobiography
otf the well known Oscar Ameringe;
who is a humorist of the Artemr
Ward and Petroleum V. Nr by
type; and his friends and read".-'
are numbered by the thousand'
Editor of “The American Guardi
an" which is an Oklahoma news
paper of national reputation, with
a national circulation, this versa
tile author is not only a musician,
but a portrait painter, a political
reformer, a labor leader, as well as a
professional writer and humorist.
"This story," said Mr. Ameringer,
"Is like a frog’s eye view of America.
A frog is always looking up because
he is always at the bottom. I've
been doing the same thing for the
same reason."
The book is full up with anec
dotes told in a masterly manner by
a master of story telling. Carl
Sandburg ln his foreword, tells us
there is the art of Aesop in many
of hls fables and the art of Diogenes
in the method by which he insists
on being a free man, a rare personality and a crusader and philosopher.
This ls a book one will want
where it can be easily picked up
and dipped into for restful enjoy
ment when one has time for a
feast.
‘‘H You Don't Weaken" is a fine
respite from the sordid and sex
flavor of the recent overstocked
novel world. It is a book to read,
not to read about, with all its human
interests and tours. The binding
and general makeup is a compliment
to any library or living room table;
a compliment to publishers. Henry
Holt, and to the general public.

TALK OF THE TOWN
The business man has to watch
his step these days. Harold Drew
ett of Warren, garage proprietor,
was before Judge Dwinal in Munici
pal Court Thursday, charged with
having an excessive number of ad
vertising signs on his property, three
more than allowed by law. He was
found guilty and was fined $30 and
costs. An appeal was entered and
he furnished bail.
Circle supper Wednesday at the
Congregational Church will have
as a committee: A. C. Jones, chairman, E. J. Hellier, B. B Smith, H
C. Chatto. Victor Ramsdell, E C.
Davis, Dr. A. W. Foss. Everett L.
Spear. Alan L. Bird, C. A. Emery,
Kennedy Crane, Homer Robinson,
J. E. Bradstreet, Charles Merritt,
Rev. Corwin Olds, L. A. Thurston,
L. B. Cook, M. M Griffin. M. F.
Lovejoy, Fred Black, W. I. Ayer,
Henry B. Bird, W. W Spear. E. K
Leighton, C. H. Duff. J. C. Perry.
H. A. Buffum, Carl Snow. A. J. Bird.
A. L. Ome. H. B. Fales. John I.
Snow. C. I. Burrow’s, John O. Stev
ens, Lloyd Lawrence, Alvin Rams
dell, J. E. Stevens, William Graves,
Fred Trecartin.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Editor. WM O. FULLER
Associate Editor. FRANK A WINSLOW
Subscriptions $3 00 per year payable in advance; single copies three
cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation anc very reasonable.
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882 The Free Press
was established in 1856 and in 1801 changed its name to the Tribune. These
papers consolidated March 17, 1887.

[EDITORIAL]
A FEW REFLECTIONS

The Presidential election has passed into history—the New
Dealers reacting with justifiable elation, and the Republi
cans naturally regretful but far from being wholly discour
aged. Since the summary appeared in cur issue of Thursday
several bright spots have appeared on the horizon. The
Republicans while losing in the House gained four seats ln
the Senate instead of three, and are found to have carried
ten States Instead of nine—the great commonwealth of
Michigan having been transferred from the Roosevelt column
to make 82 electoral votes for Willkie. In the matter of gov
ernorships the Republicans held their own—perhaps better.
The most gratifying feature of the election, viewed through
Republican eyes, is the fact that Wendell Willkie polled
22,000.000 votes, far more than ever accorded any other Re
publican candidate Some of the States were so close that a
change of only a few thousand votes would have placed them
in the Republican column. But it was not to be. and to use
that homely old phrase "there's no use crying over spilled
milk." We're not crying, but if we did it would be over the
backsliding which Maine experienced, after its boast of four
years ago. Again we say: “All honor to Knox County, which
contributed one-quarter of Willkie's majority in this State.
•
APPLE DAY WINNERS
Left to right, Charles Seaman. Frances D'Agostino, Herbert Ellingwood.
Joyce Cumming
The Annual Apple Day was held dred Harvey received honorable
last Saturday under the sponsor- mention for having returned a
sum only a few pennies behind
ship of the Rotary Club. Despite
the second prize winner.
adverse weather conditions in the
We wish to thank all who bought
late afternoon and evening, the apples and otherwise contributed
results were gratifying, for quota to make Apple Day a great success
which was set at $100 was ex Especially do we wish to thank
ceeded by a substantial margin. Nathan Berliawsky of the Thorn
Charles Seaman and Herbert dike Hotel for the use of the va
i Ellingwood were prize-winners for cant store; the Central Maine
the boys with greatest sales, while Power Company for lights; the
Frances D Agostino and Joyce Maine Music Company for the
Cumming won for the girls. Mil use of a radio —The Committee.
The always popular student-pro- • demonstrated the new Delineagram was given at Senior High scope. an electric lantern lor en
assembly Tuesday morning, ln larging on a screen, opaque ob
charge of Geraldine Norton and jects, such as photographs, pupils'
supervised by Miss Stahl. Mary work, pictures, postcards, illustra
Anastasio sang "Trade Wind^' ac tions from books and periodicals,
companied by Ruth Seabury. A as well as lantern slides. Mtss deskit. "The Census Taker," with Rochemont’s room has been fitted
Charles Seaman as the census I with new black window shades, and
taker, and Dickie Stevens dressed other rooms will be fltted as soon
as the lady of the house, and going as possible. The lantern ls to be
on with "her" knitting while "she'' used by all teachers in all class
very reluctantly and confusingly rooms and is in line with visual
gave the answers, greatly amused education about which many ot
the audience.
Beverly Cogan. the faculty have made a study at
dressed In black satin slacks and Summer school sessions.
Principal Blaisdell used In dem
a red blouse, sang and tap danced
to the tune of "It's a Hap. Hap, onstration some interesting pic
Happy Day." accompanied by her tures and snapshots taken in
lunt Mrs Louie Rogers. Shirlene France during the World War
McKinney's violin solo. “Caprice when he was a member of the
Vlennois," by Fritz Kreisler, was 2d Provisional Aero Regiment of
very well done. She was accom the A. E. F.. and Mrs. Matheaon
panied by Ruth Seabury. who then showed views of several countries
rendered a piano solo, "Nola," ln Europe through which she
which was enjoyed. Tom Perry, i traveled during her year of study
whose voice is always enjoyed by as an exchange student from Colby
the school, sang “Oh Promise Me," College.
• • • •
accompanied by his sister, Max

The Home Economics girls who
worked in the Canteen this week
wire Ruth Wotton and Jane Pack
ard selling ice cream and Eliza
beth Clough selling candy. Bea
accompanist.
James Moulaison trice Benner and Sylvia Hooper
was master of ceremonies, and sold car.dy on the stairs landing.
Roger Conant was in charge of | —Ruth Wotton
• • • •
devotions.
• • • •
Two
movies,
“Air Waves,” and
Mrs. Rebecca Dulfer who is to be
A
new
ruling
by
the
School
Com

Television,"
were
shown at Ju
violin soloist at the First Baptist
Church Sunday night is an accom mittee is that a Are drill be given nior High assembly Wednesday
plished musician. When her hus in this, as In all other school build morning.
. • • •
band, Ary Dulfer, who came to this ings. at least once a month.
A
dramatization
of "Silas Marcountry in 1914 as first violinist of
ner
’
was
given
ln
Miss Wood's
Principal
Blaisdell
has
been
as

the New York Symphony and later
toured Europe and America in con sisted in the office this week by third period sophomore English
cert work, was hurt ln an accident, Barbara Robinson and Beverly class on Friday. After reading the
Mrs. Dulfer took over his concert Harmon, seniors, and Fred Allen. story, members of the class were
work. Mrs. Dulfer was born in Lewis Stockford, Lee Wotton. Ben given a contact wherein pupils
Canada. She studied at Mt. Alli jamin Shapiro, William Shrout, were allowed their choice of a
son University in that country, and James Duffy, Paul Stockbridge, ar.d dramatization or the editing of a
at the Dulfer Studio in Boston, and . Carl Ilvonen.. freshmen, all taking nea’spaper. Four students chose
to dramatize one ot the scenes
obtained a virtuoso diploma, then the commercial course,
with Russell Kaler as "Silas Martook a Royal Academy examination I
for London. She gave concerts in
English classes are writl
ner," Bertha Coombs as "Eppie,"
Canada, became soloist with the' slogans to be sent to Highway Alice Cross as “Mrs. Cass," and
Civic orchestra in Boston, and ap- ; Safety Division, which ls inr’ig- Douglas Perry as "Godfrey Cass.''
peared in a sonata recital with Carl mating a new safety program : —Douglas Perry
Lamson, Musical Guild, Boston. 1 Members of a r.ew Safety Squad
Mrs. Dulfer’s selection Sunday night w:l. be made up of children from
In Mr Bowden's American His
will be: "Adoration," by Borowski. the age of 5 to 18. In order to be tory class Tuesday, an election was
------------------aTiliated with this Squad, and re- held for the presidency of the
BASKETBALL IN WALDO
ce;ve insignia, each membcT mu.-i United States. Roosevelt received
The Waldo County High School send in a slogan. As a part of this 21 votes, Willkie 13. and Mr. Bow
Basket-ball
League has been program, radio broadcasts arc be- den 3 votes.—Charlotte Gi'chrlst
• • • •
formed again this season and com- ir.g given Saturday mornings over
At a meeting of the Home Eco
prises the following schools: Mor e WRDO, at 10. WABI. at 9.30 and
Memorial High School, Brooks; WGAN at 1105. The programs nomic: Club Tuesday, 14 new girls
Besse High School, Albion; Unity are built around safety songs, reci were chosen to join the club. The
High School; Freedom Academy; tations, and popular songs.
initiates must have activity tickets,
• • • •
Walker High School, Liberty; Isles
a rank of 85, and must have the
At the bi-weekly faculty meet traits of honesty, dependability,
boro High School; Searsport High
School and Winterport High School. ing Monday, Principal Blaisdell willingness to work, responsibility,
and character —Ruth Wotton, Club
Reporter
ine Perry'. Maynard Green, with
his vocal solo, "Rhythm On the
River." was obliged to give two
encofes before th<, au<Uence was
satiafled Oerry No;.ton was hls

• * ♦ •

MONEY FOR HOMES
TO HELP BUILD—BUY
MODERNIZE—REFINANCE
EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS

Rockland Loan & Building Association
18 SCHOOL STREET,

Every-Other-Day
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In studying money and its differ
ent values and various names ln
many countries. Esther Munro
brought in to Junior Business
Class coins from Mexico, U. 6..
Canada, India, Oermany, Cuba.
China. England. Spain, and Italy.
Two five-cent pieces from Panama
were brought in: one by Betty
Holmes which her mother brought
ba, 1. wlieni she visited Panama in
(Continued on Page Four)

MR. ROOSEVELT’S OPPORTUNITY
(Herald Tribune)

Having opposed Mr. Roosevelt's election with all the
vigor at our command, still convinced that the risks of a third
term were unjustified, we feel it our duty to insist that the
President can and may confound his critics and turn hls
next four years toward healing and preserving the Republic
We hope with all our heart that he does and. precisely as ln
the emergency of 1932 we wholeheartedly supported hls acts
until the arrival of N R.A announced a complete abandon
ment of the platform on which he was elected, so now tn the
even graver emergency of 1940 we purpose to withhold criti
cism and lend every possible aid to his administration con
sistent with the fundamentals of our faith.
We spoke earlier of the poaslbility of the President's turn
ing hls back on ambition But in a larger sense he would be
doing the greatest possible service to hls own fame down the
years if he forsook the pursuit of power and restored the
democratic spirit to his next administration
We used the word "vigilance" vesterdav morning That
still seems to us the watchword of those who share our con
victions. In aid thereof, we set down these six tests of the
President's Intention. By his actions in respect thereto his
decision can. in our view, best be Judged:
1. Does he respect and preserve the civil liberties, in
cluding free speech and the freedom of the press?
2. Does he deal with Congress as an equal?
3. Are the judges he appoints men of independence?
4 Does he accept the world of industry as essential to
prosperity and a swift arming of the nation and abandoning
the grudges of the past, seek wholehearted co-operation with
it? Does he. as part thereof, grant ample power to Mr.
Knudsen to make the Defense Commission effective?
5. Does he move to take relief out of politics by placing
its administration under civil service?
6 Does he act to relinquish hls extraordinary authority
over the dollar apd similar powers which properly belong
ln Congress?
It is for the President to decide and for hls critics to
await his decision as revealed in his acts If his powers of
foresight and imagination make vivid to him the choice that
lies before him and the traditions that are bis heritage lead
him to choose aright, this newspaper wlll be the first to cheer.

Winner Take All
At the Park street Arena last
night, the main bout beween Carl
Lawless and Saliem Thomas of
Waterville was a "winner take all"
battle, and Dr. H. J. Weisman,
clUb physician, held the purse of
$50 to be awarded the winner. In
the first round, both fighters were
cautious and few blows were struck.
But in the beginning of the second stanza, Saliem Thomas hit
Lawless with a left to the Jaw foilowing it up with a right, and
Lawless was done for the evening
Thomas is a hard hitter, and will
be seen in the local ring at a
later date
A slow semi-final, between Young
Jack of Augusta and Frisco Dix
of Lewiston, turned out to be a
hugging-bee, the bout consisting
wholly of in-fighting. Young Jack
had his man down twice, and fin
ally won the Judge's decision. Alton

ARMISTICE DAY PARADE

The Community
Bowling
League

FIRST DIVISION
Rockland City Band
American Legion Police Patrol
American Legion and Units
Vetefans of Foreign Wars and Units
Spanish War Veterans and Auxiliary
Cars for Winslow and Holbrook Families
Cars for Schofield and White Families
Cars for the Walter H. Butler Family

By
RUTH WARD

The alleys were hot Wednesday
night while the Texaco-Harding's
1 Wonders match was on, Texaco
SECOND DIVISION
finally taking the total by two pins.
The first string went to Texaco by
Sons of American Legion Drum Corps
34 pins, the Wonders taking the
Home Defense Corps
next two by 8 and 24. The third
Red Jacket Troop of Sea Scouts
string was a classic, the Wonders
Knox County Draftees
hitting 520. and Texaco 496. Roy
Hobbs rolled 315 for high total, and
Boy and Oirls Scouts of America
Roy Mitchell rolled 314. Hobbs' 117
School Pupils
was high single, and Buck Clarke
Fire Department
had 116.
The Elks and McIntosh's Ices
The parade will form at the corner of Limerock and
Union streets, and will march as follows: Over Union to had four-man teams, the Elks tak! ing five points, and the total by
Park, down Park to Main, up Main to North Main, up North
103 pins.
Sherwood Williams
Main to Walter H.Butler Square, down Broadway to Chest ■ chalked up a total of 329 for honnut, down Chestnut to North Main, down North Main to ors, and Mike Arico had a single of
Main, down Main to Limerock and there disband.
j 123.

Stops will be made for brief ceremonies at Walter H
The scores:
1 Texaco (3)—Chaples, 291: E. Cook,
Butler Square, Schofield White Park, and Winslow-Hol-1
284; L. Cook, 255; McLoon, 293;
brook Square.
Mitchell, 314; total, 1437.

KNOX SUPERIOR COURT
Six Arraignments Follow Report of Grand
Jury—Judge’s Advice To New Citizens

Thursday was naturalization day
ln Superior Court and 16 applicants
were granted citizenship, not.
however, until they had listened to
words of wisdem and some excel
lent advice from the presiding Jus
tice. Oeorge L. Emery He said;
Now that you have reached the
most important event in your
lives—that of becoming an Ameri
can citizen—I want you to know
you will meet a certain class cf
people wherever you go—in ycur
workshops and along the streets—
scum of tiie earth who come to this
country and enjoy its benefits, then
turn against us and do everything
they can to destroy cur democracy.
And when you do meet them. I want
you to speak right up to them,
tell them Just what they are—ostracize them."
Attend a church and read your
newspaper editorials—learn who
makes the laws nd what the laws
are. and obey the laws."
The new citizens are: Winnie
Elizabeth Durrell cf Warren, native
of Nova Scotia; James Carswell,
Jr., of Camden, a native of Scotland; Jens Jensen ’name changed
to John Johnson) of Vinalhaven
Wooster and Georgia Minor, ln the native of Norway; Lilli Maria Johntop prelim fighting a return match, son of Appleton, native of Finland;
fought to a draw.
Grace Baker Norton cf Camden, naIn the first pre Urn. Slasher Por tive of Nova Scotia; Eleanor Mary
ter substituted for Young Terry of
Camden, who was found to have
two cracked ribs just before the
fight by the club physician. Porter
outpunched Kid Norman of Oak
land to win a Judge’s decision, ln
' one of the better fights of the evening.
I The opener was a good scrap
between two local boys, and was
; one of the most interesting for
spectators on the program
K. O. Bnerly has challenged
Young Jack for a fight ln the
near future, and other new faces
will appear on the program.

Wonders (2)—lott 292; Clarke
281; Harding, 248; Carr, 299; Hobbs,
315; total. 1435.
Elks (5)—Marshall 286; Williams
329; Roes, 257; Arico, 314; total.
1186.
McIntosh Ices (0)—McIntosh,
276; Flanagan, 262; Mason. 256;
Magee, 289; total, 1083.

Coca Cola Co. won two strings
Elsie Tedford of Camden, native of and two points in a match with
England; Violet King Billings of Swift Co. Thursday night. Swift
Camden, native of England; Jchn ' won the second string by 45 pins.
Kustas Lai'.inen of Rockland, native alter losing the first by two. and
of Finland ;Carl Oiscar Hag berg of the third by 23, giving them the
Clark Island, native of Sweden; total by 20 pins. Leeman had the
Birger Arne Ljungkvist* (name high total with 260. and Taylors
changed to Birger Arne Ycung- 95 was the highest single.
quist) of Vinalhaven. native of Nor
The Kiwanis Club won four
way; Charles Valenta of Rockland. points to the Water Co.'s one tak
native of Lithuania; Philias Flavi- ing the total by 50 pins. Lawrence
an Led:ux ’name changd to Ar- Miller had 298 for the high total
mand F.avian Ledoux 1 cf Vina'.ha- and Jimmy Flanagan rolled the
ven •native
Canada; Annie Paton high single of 112.
The scores:
Broder.'en of Camden, native of
Swift Co. (3)—Oardner. 244; E.
Scotland;. Edmund Andrew Porter
Camden, native of Canada; Mary Lufkin. 236; L. Lufkin. 239; LeeEckford
Beattie Orant
tCKI°ra ueauie
urani of
01 North
rtcrtn |1 man, 260; Baum. 237; total, 1216.
Haven, native of Scotland; Izetta 1 Coca Cola Co. (2)—Gregory. 234;
Belle Breen of Port Clyde, native j orover, 251; Millard, 211; Taylor,
st George. Maine.
250; Glidden, 250; total. 1196.
Mrs Mabel Rose and Mrs. MaudKiwar.is (4)—Cummings. 240:
Blodgett represented Lady Knox jianagan, 278; Miller, 298; BarChapter, D.A.R. and presented the nard. 271; Brackett, 255; total,
new citizens with flags,
1342
• • • •
Water Co. (Ii—Bartlett, 247;
The grand Jury completed its Simmons, 273; C. Winslow, 154;
duties yesterday morning, reporting A Winslcw. 245; Curtis, 273; total,
seven indictments, six of which 1292.
were made public. Arraignments
yesterday afternoon resulted as to carnal knowledge. Harry E. Wil
follows:
bur was appointed by the Court to
Kenneth Olsen pleaded guilty to represent the respondent, who was
larceny, and was ordered to give ordered to give bail In the sum of
bail in the sum of $1000 day to day. $2000 day to day.
Cyrus Eennett pleaded not guilty
(Continued on Page Five)

NEW LOW-PRICED
▼
OLDS SPECIAL

Multi-unit front fenders are a
feature of Ford cars for 1941. They
are constructed in three parts,
which means ease and low cost of
replacement in case of damage.

THE BIGGEST QUALITY BARGAIN

EVER PRICED SO LOW ..

THERE HRS BEER R0

"BHll BHD (HAIR"
on -(jnietica.n
Never in the history of the world has any
nation made as much material, social and
spiritual progress as has America in the

brief 164 years of its existence.
Surely, there must be something fine,
vital and strong in a democracy which
could harmonize the discordant elements
in many races and creeds, the fiercely

divergent opinions, the strong com
mercial rivalries, into a free nation of

130,000,000 people.
Strictly “on its record,” who dare say
that democracy is a rickety, out-of-date
vehicle of human progress?

KNOX COUNTY TRUST COMPANY
Rockland, Camden, Union, Vinalhaven, Warren

priced cars — see Oldsmobilel We’re now showing the
beautiful big Ulds Special — a
car that puts you in the fine-car
class as to size, luxury and
quality, but keeps you in the
low-price field in first cost,
operating cost and mainte
nance expense. Come in and
see the brilliant Olds Special
today—compare its features
—compare its price—compare
Offered with

the way it rides and handles.
You’ll agree that this quality*
built Oldsmobile is the car that
you should — and can — own I

Olds prices begin at $852 for
Special Six Business Coupe.
Sedan prices start at $898,
★delivered at Lansing, Mich.
State tax, optional equipment
and accessories—extra. Prices
subject to change without
notice. A GENERAL MOTORS VALUE

HYDRA-MATIC DRIVE*
^Optional at extra cost

For handling ease beyond anything
you’ve ever known,try Oldsmobile’s
“no clutch, no shift” Hydra-Matic
No Clutch Drive. All shifting is automatic!

Oldsmobile
FIREPROOF GARAGE CO.

WINTER STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN

Nov. 11—Armistice Day.
Nov. 11—National Roll-Call of Red
Cross begins.
Nov. 11—Tri-County Osteopathic So
ciety meets at Webbers Inn, Thomas
ton.
Nov. 12 —Camden— Illustrated lec
ture by Clarence W. Sorensen, explor
er. at Opera House.
Nov. 12 Friendship-Parent-Teacher
Assn meeting.
Nov. 12—Red Cross mass meeting at
8 p. m at High School auditorium
Nov. 12 — Rockport — Garden Club
meets with Mrs. viola Spear
Nov 14 Thomaston—Parent Teachtr
Ass n meets at High 8ehool auditorium
Nov. 14 — Warren — Congregational
lair at chapel.
Nov 16 Warren—Entertainment by
Community Players at Town Hall;
benefit Finnish Relief.
Nov 19—Thomaston—Third District
Council, American Legion Auxiliary
meets at Methodist vestry.
Nov. 21—Thanksgiving Day
Nov. 21—Camden Outing Club ban
quet at Masonic hall
Nov. 22—Woman's Educational Club
meets with Miss Marlon Weidman,
Rockport.
Nov 26-27—Rockport—Senior class
®nc'e T°m 8 Cabin" at Town

THE HOLIDAY MAILS

Holiday hours will be observed
at the Rockland Post Office Ar
mistice Day, Nov. 11, as follows:
Registry, Money Order, Gen
eral Delivery and Stamp win
dows will be closed all day.
There will be no delivery by
R.P.D. or city carriers.
Perishable and special delivery
mail will be delivered,
Oeneral collection will be
made at noon.
Mails will be received and dis
patched as usual.
Corridor will be open from 5
a. m. until 8 30 p. m.
Superintendent of Mails
Miss Doris Hyler is having a va
cation from tiie office of St. Clair
& Allen.

Raymond E. Thurston, member
of the State Liquor Commission,
will be guest speaker at the Ki
wanis meeting next Tuesday night,
Nov. 28—Thanksgiving Day In Maine and will talk on his favorite theme
Nov. 28 Jimmie and Dlck'a new
Radio Show at Community Building "Apples,'’
Dec
5-8—Rockland High School
senior class play •Foot-Loose."
Dec 7—Knox Pomona Orange meets
with Evening Star Grange. Washing
ton.
Dec. 25-Christmas Day

Rockland Encampment will hold
its regular meeting Wednesday
night at the Odd Fellows hall. Fol
lowing the meeting will be a re
The Public Library wil! be closed hearsal of the Patrlarchlal degree.
all day Monday.
Refreshments wlll be served.
Members of the Pomona Orange
Lawrence Mansfield, Leforest A.
will observe their annual "Go-to- Thurston, A. W. Gregory and I.
Church Sunday" at the Congrega Lawton Bray are the newly-elected
tional Church in Rockland tomor directors of the Chamber of Com
row.
merce. The general officers will
soon be chosen.
Mrs Edwin A. Dean, who lives at
rhe Highlands, was working in her
The usual Monday dance held in
kitchen Thursday when she looked the Ocean View Ball Room has been
out the window and saw a deer postponed due to the fact that the
crossing her garden.
American Legion is having its an

The business and stage commit
tees for the Senior Class play
“Poot-Loose" have been chosen as
follows: Business manager. Perry
Margeson; assistant, June Chatto;
publicity chairman, Louise Seavey;
assistants, I.jcille Connon, Virginia
Bowley; program book chairman,
Pauline Ca.-rtll; assistants, Lillian
Savage, Herbert Ellingwood; ticket
sales chairman, Louise Harden; as
sistants, Shirlene McKinney, Naomi
Rackliff; usher chairman Lucy
Thompson; stage manager, Robert
Ouptiil; assistants, Richard A.
Brown, Richard S. Brown, and
Bertram Snow; property managers.
Mary Lamb and Charles Weed; cos
tume managers, Elaine Ames and
Luke Dorr; faculty advisor, Mr.
Whiting.
In a delightful letter recently
written by Mrs. Oeorge Blaney from
Honolulu, to one of her special
friends, she speaks of the promo
tion to Lieutenant Colonel of Ma
jor Blaney and that meant thelr
teturn to the States and to the
East, the location not determined
yet. They Were disconsolate at
leaving Honolulu, especially at this
time of year. It’s no small matter
to take the children out of school
and prepare them for Winter
weather, which could not be done
in that climate, and must be ac
complished on reaching San Fran
cisco. She spokft of a recent visit
from Dr. Ruth McBeath Watson,
of a month's stay, and enjoying
the time spent with her seeing the
sights. The Blaneys expect to ar
rive in New York Dec. 23, and they
hope to have time in Boston and
Lowell for Christmas, holding the
hope of seeing Rockland friends.
Everyone who came into personal
contact with this family regretted
their leaving and wish fate might
bring them again to this city to
live. Congratulations to Col. Blaney
and warm regards to the family.
1-----------------Hunters may hire good tents from
H. E. Simmons. Rockland Awning
Co., 16 Willow street.
135* 136
Don't forget the Beano at the
G.A.R. hall Monday afternoon. •
Beano at the Elks every Friday
ight
129-tf

nual Armistice Ball a tthe Com
munity Building. Dancing will be
resumed the following Monday
night with Bud Clark and his
"Music of Many Moods.”
The Sprague building on Limerock
street, which was gutted by fire
last Dec. 28. is being torn down, and
the owner, Mrs. Lilian Copping, has
no intention of rebuilding. It for
merly housed the offices of Dr. C.
H. Jameson and Dr. C. B. Popple
stone and the Ballard Business
School. The three-story structure
was built by Mrs. Ccpping's father,
Edwin Sprague for the printing
office of the Rockland Free Press.

Bradford C. Redonnett, veteran
orator from Lincoln County, was the
speaker at yesterday's Rotary meet
ing, presenting an eloquent Armis
tice Day address which took his
hearers back to the dramatic first
Armistice Day, then brought them
sharply to the tragic hours that face
the world today. Special guests
were Col. I. Leslie Cross, U.S.W.V.
and Commander Oilman Seabury of
Winslow-Holbrook Post, A.L. Rev.
Dr. Lowe presented attendance
pins amid applause—15 years to
Kelly B. Crie; 11 years to Willis I.
Ayer and 10 years to Albert P. Blals
dell. Carl H. Sonntag was wel
comed home from Maracaibo,
Venezuela. Visiting Rotarians were
Gilbert Harmon, Frank Morrow and
Alton French of Camden

BORN
Simmons — At South Thomaston,
Nov. 1. to Mr and Mrs Vernon Sim
mons. a daughter—Patricia Ann.

DIED
Holmes—At Rockport. Nov. 7. Mil
dred Holmes, axed 51 years. 1 months.
10 Java. Funeral at her late residence
Sunday at 2 p. m. [Correction]
Sherman At Camden. Nov. 9. Al
fred F Sherman, formerly of Rock
land aged 69
Coombs—At Rockland, Nov. 7, Byron
W Coombs, aged 45 years. 2 months.
26 days Funeral Sunday at 1 o'clock
from the Broad Cove Church. Inter
ment ln Cazallla cemetery.
Stahl— At Warren. Nov. 8. Arthur F
Stahl, aged 82 years. 2 months. Private
funeral Sunday at 2 30 o'clock from
the residence Burial at town cemetery
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank the Fire Depart
ment, neighbors and all other friends
who were so kind and helpful at the
time of our Are loss. Thelr thought
ful and generous assistance ls truly
appreciated
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Ryan and fam
ily.
•

We

CARD OF THANKS
wish to express our

sincere

thanks for the kindness and sym
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son for pathy
shown us In our recent be
Furs; Burdells Dress Shop for reavement Special thanks to Mrs.
Minnie
Crozier. Mr Russell and our
Dresses. Complete stocks always pastor. Rev.
J. Charles MacDonald
on hand. New merchandise coming
Lawrence Carroll. Audrey and Gloria
Carroll.
Mr
Mrs William Grey.
In every day at moderate prices. Mr and MrsandFrank
Leighton. Mr
See them today. Odd Fellows Block, and Mrs. Frank Grleder.
•
School street, Rockland.
107-tf
"The Finger of Death,” another
true-life crime mystery solved by
the famous Ashton-Wolfe of the
French Surete—a two page feature
In the American Weekly Magazine
with the November 10th Boston
EVERY SATURDAY NITE Sunday
Advertiser.
135* it
At

DANCING

GLEN COVE
Music By

HAL'S RHYTHMAIRES
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Beano at the G.A.R. hall Mon
day, Nov. 11 at 2 p. m. Free specials
and door prize.
135-lt

Admission 35c and 25c, plus tax
117Stf

IT'S HOT AND EXPENSIVE
Carl Sonntag, Home From Venezuela,
Gives Two Reasons Fcr Preferring
the Pine Tree State

Pheasant Season
Five Days of Gunning
Beginning Next Monday
—The Requirements

UK

Mrs. Conary’s Will
Bequeaths $1000 To the
First Baptist Church and
$3000 To a Friend

The will of the late Anna M.
There will be no Armistice Day
to the man, stretch forth thine
Conary
filed for probate at the
SERMONETTE
for the numerous flocks of pheas
hand. And he strethced it forth;
Knox
Registry
yesterday contained
ants in Maine covers as these birds
and it was restored whole, like as
Mount Washington
will
become
legal
prey
for
nim

two
bequests
of
a public nature—
the
other
”
(Matthew
12:
1013).
-•-•-•-•-•-I
In October we drove through
• « • •
rods at sunrise Monday morning.
$1,000
to
the
First
Baptist Church
Bronzed by tropical sun, and his trouble of any kind during his stay.
Crawfcrd Notch. The foliage
Dr. Guy Wilson will preach to of Rockland, the net income to be
ruddy features reflecting the health The successor to President Gomez— A five-day open season (Nov. 11
was gorgeous; the mountains
morrow at 10.30 and 7 at the Meth used in the purchase of Christmas
beautiful, but forbidding. The
which comes from life in the open, he of the vast family—is apparently to 15, inclusive) has been set by
odist Church. The men's class will presents: and $500 to the Grindle
Inland
Fisheries
and
Game
Comsea, in storm or sunshine, in
Carl H. Sonntag arrived homaj doing his best for the welfare and
meet at 9.30 with Sunday School Hill cemetery at Swan’s Island,
! inissioner Stobie to be effective
trigues me. On it I have many
' in
Androscoggin,
Cumberland,
and Baraca Class convening at the interest to be used! for the per
times been scared pir.k but it
noon. Epworth League meets at 6 petual care of the lot “where my
Kennebec, Knox, Lincoln, Saganever awes me as do the moun
i dahoc, Waldo, Hancock and York
tains. Grand and majestic, there
o’clock.
daughter, Lottie Conary is burled”
• • • •
ls something sinister about them
counties, with but a few local exand the purchase of flowers for
a suggestion' of how cruel they
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal) Memorial Day.
1 ceptions.
can become at times. I never
Rev. E. O. Ker.yon rector, services ’ Many small bequests were made
Shooting will be permissable by
pass the site of the Willey slide
for tomorow will be appropriate to relatives and friends, but the
shotgun only from sunrise to sunbut the memory of that calamity
for the 25th Sunday after Trinity: only one of conspicuous amount
, set with a bag limit of two birds
chills my mind'.
Matins at 7.10; Holy Communion is $3,000 which goes to Chrystol K.
i a day ard feur for the season.
From base to summit is three
at 7.30; Church School at 9.30; Cameron, together with a Hudson
: This is the third year that an
and one-half miles, on the cog
Holy Eucharist and sermon at 10.30. seal fur coat and a gold watch and
railway. We changed trains
iop.n season has been declared,
three times. It is a weird1 ride.
Vespers will be omitted.
j Although apparently tame the
chain.
• • • •
Leaving Marshfield, we cogged
birds have proven themselves to
The will was made Aug. 7. 1939,
across
the
trestle
over
AmAc the Unlversalist Chuch at and names as executor, Rev. Cor
be extremely difficult targets once
monoosuc river, up Cold Spring
10.45 Dr. Lowe will begin his series
the shooting starts. The kill for
win H. Olds, pastor of the Con
Hill, to the first stop. Waumbek
of sermons on the general theme gregational Church.
! the past two seasons has been
Tank. Here, later, we were to
of "Faith tn a Divine Purpose in
comparatively small, despite an
meet with a seriosu mis-adven
a World of Confusion.” Vital ques
' abundance of birds in many areas.
ture, but we knew it not. At
ing “Adoration,” by Borowski. Mr.
tions in every mind will be dealt
The propagation pregram has
the next stop we had 15
MacDonald's subject will be: "The
with frankly and constructively. Bible and God’s Future Plan for
minutes to walk over to the
been most effective in the coastal
edge. Two thousand feet below,
Miss Lotte McLaughlin will sing Britain."
counties although many birds can
nestled Lake Spalding looking
two solos. Kindergarten for small
• • • •
I be taken in the Central Maine
no
larger
than
a
postage
stamp.
children during the service of
areas. . The Fish and Game De
At the Littlefield Memorial
At Jacob's Ladder we passed
worship. The Church School meets Church Sunday morning at 10.30
partment has requested nimrods
the timber line. Then the sum
at noon: Junior Y.P.C.U. in the Rev. Charles A. Marstaller will
j to report their kill, for the sake
mit. bleak as the Labrador. It
vestry at 5.30 p. m. and Senior speak on "Whole Hearted Allegi
of important records, and to setr.d
was blowing hard 6,293 feet
YPC.U at 7.30 p. m.
ance.” Special music will Include
leg bands taken from dead birds
above sea level.
• • • •
a duet by Mr. and Mrs. William Dor
to the department.
What a view! Instinctively
At the Congregational Church man. Sunday Scnool meets at 11 45
one thinks of God. Man is so
Commissioner Stobie stated that
small. This mountain top was the unified service of public wor-hlp with classes for all ages. Young
the Department was especially in
and church school is at 10.30. As a people's meeting at 6 o'clock with
never covered during the ice
terested in watching the result of
age. “What is man O God! that special feature, the members of Po Miss Barbara Bartlett as leader.
last Winter's experiment in which
thou art mindful of him.” Here mona Grange will observe their an In the evening at 7.15 Rev. Fred
2.000 birds were held over and re
one feels the need of God. The
nual "go-to-church Sunday" at this erick W. Smith of Waterville will
leased in the Spring, being larger
words of the old1 rhyme come
church. The sermon by Rev. Ccr- be the speaker and there will be
and more mature. The general
tumbling into mind "unshaken
wln H. Olds will be appropriate to a selection by the choir. Mid
process is to hatch the chicks in
as the sacred hill, and fixed as
the special occasion. Comrades of week praise and prayer service
mountains be. Firm as a rock
the Spring, keep them in the Fall.
the Way will meet in the vestry at Tuesday evening at 7.30 with
the soul shall rest, that Cause
The partridge season closes Nov.
6.30 p. m. for a formal meeting using special study of the Book of Reve
O
Lord,
on
thee!
15 after a period of ups and downs
the full ritual of the order, and the lation.
Going back, we inched over
Tiie Ladies’ Aid meets
for the nimrods. Woods still noisy
Jacob's Trestle and came ln discussion topic will be "Profanity Wednesday evening with Mrs. Alice
for deer hunters in the Central
sight of Waumbek Tank. Sud
and the Christian Life.” Tiie Pil Knight on Maverick street.
and Southern areas but snow can
Home from Venezuela, and glad to be home—Carl H. Sonntag
denly the cog wheels under the grim Fellowship will meet at 8 p. m.
be expected any time. Veterans say
coach let go and the forward
at the parsonage, 35 Beech street,
Stafford M. Congdon manager of
that
the third week im November
one split, pcur.ded through the
Thursday from Venezuela where he j upbuilding of the country, which
and the discussion will be on the Burpee Furniture Co has bought
floor
and
the
car
filled
with
is
best
for
deer
hunting
in
Maine.
has spent the past six months mak-. has its States and Its counties just
topic, "Higher Education and its "Roxmont” the 76-acre Summer es
smoke. We had smashed all
effect on Religion.” The Pilgrim tate owned by Mrs. Robert Law of
ing an economical and technical I the same as here ln the unlted Just a few more days left for the
the brakes. There the train In
,
_
,. | States, except that the counties are duck hunters.
clined
downward.
In
40 Homemakers will meet Tuesday Port Chester, N. Y.. located on Rt.
survey for a French corporation
.........
! called districts instead.
night at the home of Mr. and Mrs. 1 near Witham’s lobster pound ln
minutes
they
worked
them
clear
which had under consideration th-1 OriginaUy the
of the Re.
Frank E. Prescott, who is an em
Alton Higgins, Old County road.
and we went slowly down held
Rockport. The Summer residence
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and will be occupied by Mr.
terialized for reasons which are best but the new President had it re fcr a few days’ hunting trip in
the coach packed to capacity, League of Maine will have a timely
Congdon’s family sometime the first
Washington County and on into St.
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message for those who attend the
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the organist fcr the day. The
The Rockland expert had his1 to his slender stock. It is always
Bible School at 10 a. m. will open church school with growing depart
headquarters in Maricaibo while ] possible to find somebody who Thursday night a member of The
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saw
a
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the
services at the Mountain View ments for all ages will meet at noon.
pursuing his Investigations. Asked speaks the English language. Many
AND WIRED OUT
go through the streets with five Road Church of the Nazarene. The Endeavorers will open thelr
NEW SEWERS LAID
for his impressions of the South of the natives are graduates of
deer, and Friday another member There are classes for all, and the inspiration hour at 6 o’clock. The
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
American Republic, Mr. Sonntag ad- American schools, and Mr Sonntag
PLUGGED
of the force saw two cars with five bus will meet any who wish to people’s evening service will open
mitted he had not seen a great d°ai; encountered a Dr. Cock who is a
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more
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one
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having
three
and
go.
Immediately
following
the
at 7.15 with the prelude and big
of the country but that what he had J native of Maine and owns property
A\l) CEMENT WORK
the other with two. There's some Bible School will be mornir.g wor sing, assisted by the instruments.
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS
seen was “hotter than blazes, dav ■ in Jefferson and North Whltefleld.
thing powerful fine about venison ship. Special music will be pro There will be a duet selection by
and night.”
The principal diversion is attendsteaks.
vided and Rev. Earle Lee will bring Miss Oladys Orant and Mrs. Mil
Another impression which h«* i ing the movies.
American films,
a message on the subject, "The dred Havener. Mrs. Rebecca Dulfer
TEL. 1187-it, ROCKLAND, MR.
gained was that it is the most ex- with Spanish sub-titles, are shown,
Two great pictures will be shown
pensive country with which he is the speaking parts being American. at the Strand Theatre next week, Secret of the Early Christian of Belfast will be violin soloist, playacquainted, and he is very firm in There are several Rotary Clubs and SundaVi Monday, Tuesday. "Knute Church.” At 6.30 p. m. the Young
hls advice that no young man should Mr. Sonntag’s presence was hailed
All American” depicting People will meet, and at this serv
go there seeking employment.
with special pleasure, as he was ac- lhe ]ife of the memorable foot- ice the plans for the coming
"Ninety percent of the revenue ] claimed as the first Rotarlan from ball coach; and on Wednesday, months will be presented. At 730
in that section is derived from oil,’’' the Unit’d States to attend a meet- Thursday, Friday. Saturday “North the evening Evangelistb Service
begins. Rev. and Mrs. Lee will
Mr. Sonntag told The Courier- ing here.
west Mounted Police” with GanGazette reporter.
Adding that
Four miles from Maricaibo Is lo- cooper and Madeleine Carroll, in sir.g and the pastor win preach
on the subject. "If You Knew.”
there arc "literally thousands of oil cated a large leper colony—so large technicolor
wells within a radius of 40 or 50! that a church and a school are |
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Wednesday night ls the regular
miles of Maricaibo. None of the maintained there Tuberculosis is i a remarkable transformation has prayer and praise service.
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product ls used in that locality, the a very common disease in Venezuela, ] been made at the Karl M. LeighFeaturing Return Engagement of
raw oil being sent to the refineries together with some other communi- ton jewelry store through the in
“Adam And Fallen Man" is the
cn the islands of Aruba and Cur cable diseases which are unfortu stallation of a complete new subject of the Lesson-Sermon that
asao, one of which is the largest in nately common to all other coun f.uorescent lighting system. Six will be read in all Churches of
the world. The distribution is done tries.
double white units light the main Christ, Scientist, throughout the i
accompanied by
by subsidiary companies. There are
Six months’ sojourn on the under- store, three special units flood tiie world, on Nov. 10. The Oolden
vast undeveloped »reas under con side of the Western Hemisph?r? display' windows and the watch Text Is: “Unto thee will I cry, O '
DANNY PATT
cession.
convinced Mr. Sonntag that Uncle. benches are each lighted by smaller Lord my rock . . . save they people,
One is apt to associate revolu Sam has a pretty good country, double units. It is the modern type and bless thine inheritance; feed
tions witn South America, but Mr. and that Maine Ls a pretty good cor of store lighting becoming common them also, and lift them up fcr'
Sonntag saw nary a revolute, or ner of It.
in the large centers. Francis E. ever" (Psalms 28:1, 9). The cita-1
i Havener made the installation and tions from the Bible include the'
The Sleeper Bible Class will meet
The local Selective Service office tne outside and inside valences oi following passages: "And, behold
Nov. 18 instead of Nov. 11 at the will be closed all day Monday, Ar the windows were designed by Ed there was a man which had his ]
hand withered. Then saith he
home of Mrs. E. L. Brown, Summer mistice Day, and also Saturday aft win H. Crie.
street, because of the holiday.
ernoon. The office reminds all reg
istrants that they are invited to
Patrolman Earle U. Chaples has participate with the American Le
been assigned to the Southend gion in the Armistice parade.
beat, and the Northend layout is
now receiving the attention of Pa
Earl Bradbury of North Whitetrolman Charles Worcester.
field (formerly of Lincolnville
For Your Convenience—As Last Year—
Beach) has taken over the duties
The Courier-Gazette in recent cf Lester E. Brown, chief warden.
years has made many references to ' as grown, a Major attached to
the fine apple orchards of Raymond
103rd Inf. Maine National
E. Thurston, located in the town' GUardi prepared to begin active
Plenty of New Cider at the Sign of the Red
of Union. Yesterday Mr. Thurs- military service at Fort Benning,
May be obtained at the
ton visited the editorial rooms, al- ! Ga
Apple, Route 17.
most staggering under the weight
of a large paper bag, filled to the
More Talk of Tire Town on Page 2 j
brim with four luscious varieties—
R. I. MITCHELL, INC., Auburn, Me.
McIntosh Reds, Cortlands, De
134-136
licious and Northern Spies. Hasty
R. E. THURSTON
and eager sampling fully demon
UNION, MAINE
strated why Mr. Thurston’s fruit
is being so much ln demand.
THE HIGHEST FORM
OF CRAFTSMANSHIP
A meeting of unusual importance !
Is exemplified in the memorials
TWO GOLDFISH, BOWL
is to be held by Rockland Lodge,1
carved here from rugged granite
COLORED JEWELS, FOOD
and beautifully-marked marble.
B. P. O. E., next Tuesday night,
MARINE GRASS
Regardless of which type of
1 the occasion being an official vlsistone you prefer, you can bo
j tation from the District Deputy, Dr.
sure that it will be flawless in
Joseph Brown of Sanford. Dr.
every detail and sculptured to
' Brown resided in Rockland for sev
Special Sale Closes Tonight
perfection. All monuments ire
eral years, and has a further incorrectly designed in the mod
ern mode.
] terest in this city due to the fact
Stores in general, will be Closed in this
■ that he married a Rockland girl.
Wm.
E.
Dornan
&
Son,
Hardware and Sporting Goods
1 There will be visitors from LewisCity Monday, in observance of Armistice
INC.
i ton, Bangor, Sanford, Bath, Water- 328 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
CEMETERY MEMORIALS
EAST UNION A THOMASTON
Day,
I ville, Augusta and Portland includClosed Monday, Armistice Dag
' ing a number of Elks who are!
lllStf
134-135

NOW IS THE TIME!

S. E. EATON

RAINBOW ROOM
THORNDIKE HOTEL

Armistice Day Celebration
Babe Sutherland

WE HAVE PLENTY

APPLES

NOTICE TO GARAGES AND FILLING

STATIONS

There is still a large stock in our cellar

McINTOSH REDS

ZERONE

COURTLANDS

DELICIOUS

SPIES

Waldoboro Garage Co. Station, Rockland

THURSTON ORCHARDS

LAST DAY

GOLDFISH SALE

CLOSED

BURPEE’S

only 25c

FUNERAL HOME

Ambulance Servicf

Ambulance Service

• ••

TELEPHONES
390 or 781-1 or 781-11
110-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
119-tf

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
9 CLAREMONT ST. TEL, 662
ROCKLAND, ME.
98-tf

H. H. CRIE & CO.

■prominent in public office,

ARMISTICE

DAY

Every-Other-Day
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these causes from our list forever.
APPLETON RIDGE
For the month of October, 1940
Lucy Moody was a recent guest
there were 20 fatalities, or a de
of Mrs. Bernice Robbins in Hope.
ZS Z\ Z\ zX
crease of 13 percent when com
Safety Inspector Pays
Z'v ZS X\ />
Mr. and Mrs. Harrie Stanley and
to the figures of October,
His “Respects” To the Hit pared
ALENA L. STARRETT
MRS LOUISE M3LLEH
Mrs. Chrystal Pennington of Ban
1939. making a decrease for the I
gor
Correspondent
were
recent visitors sit
Co rrespondent,
and Run Driver
By The Pupils
year of 8 9 percent or a saving of j
ftftftft
ftftftft
the home of Mr. and Mrs. W. M.
14 lives as compared to the same
In an effort to bring before the
Newbert.
period last year. Of the 20 fatali
Tel. 49
Tel. 27
(Continued from Page Two)
public the facts as they exist con- ties, 11 were pedestrians. 6 drivers
Mr. and Mrs. Max Wendland have
i cerning our highway fatalities we and 3 passengers. Listing these 1923. and the other by Kenneth moved to their new home, the for
Tire Red Cross drive will open
E. E. Roderick, deputy commis
' will compare the month of October, by causes we find “excessive speed" Conway, whose brother Theodore mer A. H. Moody place.
sioner of education, will deliver an Monday for a period of 17 days.
was the cause of 3 people losing visited Panama as a sailor in 1936
Miss Charlene Hustus spent last
address at the Methodist Church.
Miss Ida Stevens will be chair
their lives, "reckless driving" 2, A Belgium coin' was brought in by- weekend with her sister Mrs. Bea
The spiritual side of education will man of the dinner committee Wed
“liquor associated" 2. "deiective Benjamin Shapiro.
trice Moody.
be emphasized.
nesday at the Auxiliary meeting.
equipment" 2. "pedestrian in road"
• • • •
Mrs. Leslie Wentworth passed the
10.
and
“
other
causes"
1.
You
will
Progressive Grange has extended Members not solicited will fur
John R. Durrell. former sub week with Mr. Wentworth in Au
notice for the month of October,
an invitation to Veterans and their ! nish sweets,
gusta.
liquor was associated in two of master, and his family of Adams,
wives to attend a supper at their | Perry Qreene. world's champion
Mr. and Mrs. L. N. Moody and
our fatalities, proving beyond any Mass., visited friends in the city
banquet room on Armistice night. ' wood chopper was guest speaker
Ronald Moody were business call
reasonable doubt that liquor and this week.
• • • •
The Woman's Club will sponsor Thusday at the meeting of the
ers last Saturday in Augusta.
gasoline will not mix. It ls indeed
a Hope Chest dance Nov 28. at the Men's Forum at the Montgomery
City Marshal A. D. Fish and F.
j pathetic that a few of our citizens
Miss deRochemont's three class
High School auditorium. At this rooms and was Introduced by Herstill feel they can indulge in bev es in Problems of Democracy at A. Winslow of The Courier-Gazette
erages with an alcoholic content tended the court session Thursday- were business callers ln this vicin
time the hope chest on display in bert DeVeber. Mr. Greene pointed
and drive an automobile as safely morning where naturalization pro ity recently.
the window of Brook's furniture, Oift the meaning of sportsmanship
and as efficiently as a person who
store will be awarded.
; In regard to fish and game, and |
Miss
will not permit himself to take a ceedings were conducted.
Rev. Harold W. Nutter and Rpv. ! gave interesting anecdotes on his
SEARSMONT
Stahl accompanied the group.
| drink and drive.
O. G. Earnard were in Waterville experiences both as Maine guide,
Mr. and Mrs. E. O. Clement of
•
•
•
•
CRUSH RESISTING—FIRST QUALITY
The counties of Knox. Piscata
Pittsfield were recent guests of Miss
Wednesday to attend the annual and as exhibitionist in sportsmen's
In a spelling match in Junior
quis and Waldo still enjoy a per
Frances Mayhew and Daniel Mc
meeting of the Christian Civic shows. During the business meet
fect record by not having a single Business Training Thursday, James Farland.
League of Maine. Mr. and Mrs. Roy ing two committees were appointed
fatality to date. Other counties Duffy. Shelby Glendenning, Norma
Mrs. Arthur Banan of Sidney and
Blue, Black, Wine,
Fuller of Camden visited Rev. and with Herbert Kenniston chairman
showing a decrease include Lin Rawley, Barbara Whitmore. Doro Mr. and Mrs. Murdock Campbell of
coln. 50 percent. Counties showing thy Robertson, and Doris McIntyre Watervllle visited recently at the
Mrs. Nutter Wednesday night.
to look into the matter of creating
Regular 1.98 Value,
I an Increase included Hancock, 33
' Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Jameson. Jr., a recreation room in the Baptist
home of Miss Belle Lowell and W.
made no errors in spelling.
percent
and Mrs. Austin Miller visited Wed basement and to report at the De
• • • •
C. Creamer. Mr. and Mrs. George
One fatality during the past
nesday in Portland.
cember meeting. George Buck was
Next Tuesday assembly will con Wentworth and her daughter Mrs.
j month involved the life of a 6-year
Salisbury, all of Camden, and Mrs.
Mrs. Stanley Lenfest has returned named chairman of the committee
, old girl, alighting from a school sist of movies.
Charles Heald of East Searsmont
from the Maine General Hospital in on ways and means of financing
Here is the tone outstanding fabric for eve
•
•
•
•
bus on her way home from school.
were recent callers at the Lowell
Portland.
such a project.
The
driver
of
an
automobile
com

Fred Burpee and Sam Rankin Creamer home.
George I. Shaw, director of the
Mrs. John Miller and Roger Mil
ning and afternoon Dresses. Make a 10.00
Pupils of the Anderson School. State Safety Division, Maine High ing from the opposite direction, acted as instructors of their Ju
Mrs. Mary Craig has returned
ler visited Wednesday in Portland. North Warren, enjoyed a Halloween
saw
the
bus
slow
down
and
stop,
nior English class Thursday, tak home after a visit wi_i relatives in
way Police.
Dress for about $5.00.
Lewis Levensaler and Mrs. Arnold party. Olive Robinson and Agnes
but did not see the child get off ing up two short stories, “The Boston.
Levensaler are visiting in Stafford Wiley were in charge of the pro 1940 with the month of October. and struck her as she crossed the
Mrs.
C.
H.
Bryant
has
moved
from
road. This lesson should teach Father." by Bjornstjerne Bjornson, tiie parsonage to an apartment at
ville, Conn.
gram and games. Prizes were won 1939
every motorist to respect our laws and "Dodomirsky's Duel," by Alex the home of Mrs Lula Sprowl for
thus: Peanut race, Ella Riutta;
Red Cross Solicitors
In October. 1939 there were 23 governing the speed through andre Dumas. Almost every pupil the Winter.
We wish you would check this value elsewhere, but be
The Red Cross membership drive cuke eating race, Martha Burgess fatalities. Of this number 15 were school zones and to have their mo contributed to the discussion of
Several relatives and friends of
sure you ask for Crush Resisting.
begins Nov. 11 and continues and Eva Niemi; eating apples in pedestrians. 7 were passengers and tor vehicles under complete con the stories, and answered the Mr. and Mrs. Bertrand Drummond
a
string.
Mary
Burgess;
pinning
trol when appoaching a school bus thought provoking questions with (from Rockland, Lincolnville Beach
through Nov. 30. Local headquar
one was killed while riding a bi
ters will be at Miller’s barber shop on the cat's tail, Foster Robinson; cycle. You will notice that not that is slowing down or stopping understanding and evidence of and Searsmont) met at their home
to take on or discharge passengers. keen enjoyment in this course given Oct. 29 for a baked bean supper,
Mrs. Sace Weston has been appoint peanut hunt, Nathalie Tolman. Re
one driver met death because of a
Another fatality involved one of
followed by a husking bee. A sup
freshments
were
served
by
Eila
by Miss Stahl —Eulo Salo
ed receiver for the workers.
the most cowardly persons we
per and a pleasant social occasion
Riutta
and
Nathalie
Tolman.
Guests
motor
vehicle
accident
during
this
Solicitors for the different sections
know of—the hit-and-run driver.
were enjoyed.
Next week is Education Week,
are: Mam street, Mrs Rena Crow were Mrs. William Burgess, Rich- month. Of the 10 principal causes Anyone convicted of this crime
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Freeman visi
as
they
are
listed
in
the
office
of
ard
and
Elizabeth
Burgess.
Mrs.
ell; business section. Mrs. Frances
should be punished to the full ex with the theme “Education for the ted at the home of Mr. and Mrs
Ad rertlsf ments In this oulumn noi
the
Highway
Safety
Division
we
be
Randolph: Mill street, Mrs. Ida Kustaa Ahlholm, and son Maurice, flnd “excessive speed" claimed one tent of the law. An accident due Common Defense.” Parents are in William Palmer in Washington re to exceed three line* Inhered once foi had by calling at 19 GROVK May
ST
25 cents, three times for 50 cents Ad.
June
Kenniston
and
Flora
Wiley.
133 1X5
Soule; Medomak terrace, Xaler's
dltlonal lines five cents each for one
life, "reckless driving" 6, "driving to drunken recklessness is bad vited to visit our school, see their cently.
10 cents for three times. Five
Mrs. Walter Boyd, and daughter. off roadway" 1, “defective equip enough, but nothing can exceed the j children in their regular classes,
Richard Ratten of Winthrop spent time, words
Corner and West Waldoboro, Mrs.
IP the person who took the bicycle
to a line
belonging to Gloria Witham. from
meet
teachers. As next a few days recently at the home of
Fannie Brooks and Mrs. Luella Mrs. Montelle Goodwin, and son ment" 1. “hazardous road surface" horror of the hit-and-run driver. antj
High School will return it to 33
Suffolk St., no questions will be asked
hT
is also quarterly exam week, his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Mason; Orff’s Corner, Nathan Far-. Walter of Macwahoc. are spending 1. "pedestrian in road" 10 and W*
134 136
J
, ,,
*
well; Winslow’s Mills, Miss Idella a few days at their former home “other causes" 3. Two facts stand what he has done to his victim will a schedule
folio as indicating when Ratten.
remain in the mind of this type of
NOTICE Is hereby given of the loss
Mrs. Francella Moody and Miss
out
for
this
month
that
are
qu'te
1
in
this
town.
Jackson; North Waldoboro, Mrs.
classes are held which may be Belle Lowell attended the meeting
of deposit book numbered 31253 and
driver for the rest of his life.
AGE an advantage. Reliable nursery
owner of said book asks for du
The Contract Club will meet I unusual and very gratifying. First.
visited: 9 to 10. Tuesday. Thursday, of Cling-Together Club at the home firm wants man over 40 as direct rep the
Lydia Morse.
In
bringing
this
report
to
a
close
plicate In accordance with the pro|
as
far
as
our
records
show,
no
per
resentative
Guaranteed
stock
No
de

vl
.on
of the State Law ROCKLAND
Dutch Neck, Mrs. Isadore Stahl; Tuesday afternoon at the home of
we flnd it necessary, once again, and Friday, 19-11, Wednesday; 11livering or collecting Pav weekly. SAVINOS BANK bv Edward J Hellier.
East Waldoboro, Mrs Hazel Bowers; | the president Mrs Flora Peabody. son lost hiq life due to drunken to warn the motorists and pedes 12. Tuesday,, Thursday, Friday; of Mrs. Jesse Hooper, in South CONN VALLEY. Manchester. Conn
Treat. Oct 26, 1940 Rockland Me
driving or driving under the in
Montville.
135*1$
129*8-135
South Waldoboro, Miks Grace Sim- This club will meet the second fluence of intoxicating liquor and. trians alike that the days are get 120-2 JO.
Wednesday;
2.20-3.20
Mr. and Mrs. Stoddard of Lin
EXPERIENCED
girl
wanted,
for
,
mons; Jefferson street, Mrs. Fannie and fourth Tuesdays in each second, none of our children lost ting much shorter, a great many Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, colnville Beach have been visiting housework and plain cooking, to go to i
for two adults. References Write
Gray.
I month.
i their lives by coasting or playing leaves falling on our highways and Friday.
at the home of their daughter, Mrs. Mass
18 FREDERICK ST. City.
134*136
causing
a
hazardous
condition,
•
•
•
•
in
the
streets
—
a
remarkable
record
Societies assisting in the drive
a Halloween party was given
Bertrand Drummond.
A well recommended reliable man
heavy
traffic
Saturday
afternoons
Mrs. Herbert Knight and Mr. and wanted over 40 with car who is will
PIGS for sale, four weeks old. $2
which is being sponsored by the j recently at Highlands Grange by and we only wish we could strike
Another Pitt Parker progam will
and early evenings due to football
10 Bm
Mrs. Harold Cobb called Friday on ing to work if appointed to handle St Thomaston. Tel ES202jr
Woman's Club, are: Lend-a-Hand. Mrs. Harvel Crockett of East War1 4
135*lt
be
given
next
Friday
afternoon
,
Sale*
-Service
agency
ln
Rockland
No
games throughout the State and
friends in Belfast.
at Dutch Neck; Wesley Society, j ren. Mrs. Clara Nason and Mrs. and Vaughan Philbrook; demoninvestment required, but full time .
V P Studley. Inc., Rockland. Com
the likelihood of icy conditions on when Elliott James gives his
1
e
sent
‘
al.
Write
P
O
BOX
752
Lew’
Mrs. Ora Clark of Whitefield, N
plete Home Furnishing Tel 1154 oilers
West Waldoboro; Susannah Wesley J Ralph Ludwig of Thomaston, stration on "Etiquette and Every- our highways, especially in wood [Liquid Air Lecture and Demon
H. was recent guest at the home of laten Me.______________________ 134 136 ! these bargains: 1 Silent Salesman
and the Baptist Missionary. Miss; Forty were present from Thomas- day Courtesy" by Evelyn Smith ed sections, and ask for their full stration before Senior and Junior her daughter, Mrs Raymond Har
ACTIVE woman to collect publish showcase. 6 It long 26'2 in. wide;
er' monthly accounts, on commis- ‘ 1 3-plece overtuffed parlor set: 1 stu
Agnes Creamer is chairman of the ! ton. Rockland, and Warren. Stunts and Madeleine Haskell, with which co-operation in walking safely on High. This will prove a good cli riman.
• ion. in Rockland. Rockport, and Cam dio couch: 1 2-plece mahogany frame
ln spare time
Experience not leather upholstered parlor set; 1 walnut
drive and Mrs Louise Miller will games and Halloween refreshments they won a trip to the State Con- our highways and driving automo- max to exam week.
Mr. and Mrs. George Matthews of den.
.-m-ul Write or apply PPS.B 605, fireplace frame and mirror: 20 mir
have charge of headquarters.
| were enjoyed.
test in Orono and singing of "Home j biles at a slower rate of speed in
• • • •
Belfast visited Sunday with Mrs. Metropolitan Building Boston.
rors. sll sizes; 1 large office bookcase
The First Baptist Church will hold I Mr. and Mrs. Walter Gay of Nor- Sweet Home" and "America." the | order that we all may lend our
134-135 ; a'.d desk; 25 meta! beds; 50 stands,
Belle Howes.
all s'zei; 9 library tables; 1 store oil
Evelyn
Sweeney
is
secretary
of
Mrs. Lewis Batchelder and grand
ONE girl wanted for cooking and can with pump; 3 3-burner gas stoves
worship tomorrow at 10.45; sermon ridgewock were guests last week- leader. Mrs. Willis Vinal and the assistance in “Making Maine the the Junior Red Oross Council in
ei
rework.
Inquire
at
112
with ovens; 1 power oil burner; 1 75Safest State."
daughter of Montville are visiting
topic “Is There a Place Called end of Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Rob- accompanist. Mrs. Dana X Smith
oil tank: 4 painted bedroom sets:
Junior High, and Miss Thompson Miss Frances Mayhew and Daniel BEECHST._____________________ 132-135 gal
George I. Shaw. Safety Inspector,
8 parlor couches; 15 bed springs; 8
Hell?” Sunday school meets at inson.
Sr.
REAL estate listings business, resi comb de<k and bookcase. 82 each;
Highway Safety Division, is faculty advisor.
McFarland.
dential and Summer properties, farms, 1 Singer electric port, sewing machine;
The Happy-go-Luckies Girls' 4-H
noon; Young People’s meeting at 6:
Miss Phyllis Perry was winner of
• • • •
Maine State Police.
Tlie annual inspection of Victor w xl-lots. O H TRIPP ENOINEFR 25 dining tables, square and round:
praise and preaching servise at 7; | two tickets to the rodeo now on in Club and Georges Valley Boys' 4-H
In Senior High, about 50 volun Grange was held recently with ING CO Rockland_____________ 131 tf 125 chairs; 50 rockers; 18 chest drawers;
9 p ece solid walnut dining set; 5
Wednesday prayer meeting, 7.30. j Boston in a recent song title con- Club were special guests.
FURNITURE wanted to upholster, 1golden
teers
have expressed interest in one Deputy and Mrs. C. E. Heal
oak dining sets; 2 pianos: 1
EAST
LIBERTY
••"ed for and delivered
T J FIRM comb, bookcase
and desk; 3 wardrobes
Mrs. Pauline DeVeber and Mrs.
Damariscotta Baptist Association j test on the Georgia May radio
Leslie Hall of Camden is at his or more of the Red Cross activi of Belmont present. After the ING. 19 Birch St.. Tel 212-W 125*130 tf a O 1 walnut Chlfforobe; 1 electric
prayer meeting at the Baptfst program.
Unfortunately
Miss Lou Cunningham were admitted camp on Stevens’ pond for a week's ties: refugee relief work such as meeting a baked bean and pastry
phenograph. coin operated; 1 larpe
roll top desk; 1 small flat top desk,
Church in Edgecomb Monday at 7.30. J Perry could not use the tickets to membership. It was voted to
sewing and knitting; first aid supper was served.
typewriter apt; 3 walnut bedroom
hunting.
sets;
5 chiffoniers; 1 electric port oven
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Arlan
Smith
of
send
$1
to
Opportunity
Farm
of
------------------herself.
and stand: 12 kitchen tables; 3 phono
Those getting deer to date are corps to co-operate with the local Hallowell were recent visitors at the
graphs:
15 parlor stoves; 1 Hoover
FRIENDSHIP
Richard Overlock, son of Mr. and Portland.
disaster relief committee; assist
ROOM to let at 15 Grove St. TEL. vacum cleaner;
Earland Esancy, Laurence Colby,
1 kitchen cabinet; 8
Light refreshments were served
The Parent-Teacher Ass'n meets Mrs. Charles Overlock is recovering
ance in promoting the national home of Mr. and Mrs. J G. Packard. 579-W MRS FLORA COLLINS 136-tf toilet sets; lets of other goods to
Willis Ladd and Earl Adams.
Miss
Inez
McCurdy
of
North
numerous
to
mention
V F STUD
SEVEN-room
rent
to
let.
modern
Tuesday at 8 o'clock. Several guest from infection of the right hand under the direction of the hostess
Red Cross Roll Call for 1941, and
LEY Inc . 283 Main St.. Rockland
Whitefield was a recent guest of Near Hyde Windlass Co and Ironworks ________________________________
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Stevens have
es. Mrs. Mabel Peabody, Mrs. Alice
speakers will give short talks on caused by a splinter.
135 137
senior councihng for junior ac
References required
MISS SADIE
Mrs. Arnold Davis.
MILLER 107 Lincoln St. Bath Me
Cook, Mrs. Grace Cunningham, retuned from Madison.
hobbies. Everyone is welcome.
tivities. A mass meeting was held
1940 PLYMOUTH Deluxe Sedan for
“The American Home"
Tel
954-W
135*137
Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Crie of Criesale mleige 4 000; new car guarantee
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Brown of Tuesday night with Mr. Smith in
The Methodist Church will hold
135-137
The program at the meeting of Mrs. Anna Starrett, Mrs. Minerva
haven, Mr. and Mrs Edward Crie
FIVE room house to let. modem DYER S OARAGE_________
Freeport
are
guests
of
Mr.
and
an Armistice Sunday service at 11 the Woman's Club held Thurdsay I Marshall, and Mrs. Gertrude Rowe.
centrally iuvbicu
located.. iuIn- j TWO-burner Silent glow heater for
charge, for the purpose of form and family of San Diego, and Miss Conveniences, triiviauy
quire
of
MRS
EVELYN
SNOW
8
Green
'
Mrs. Leroy F. Howes.
o'clock. All patriotic orders have I was given over to the “American Masonic Installation
ing a Junior Red Cross Council in Jean Crie of Thomaston called re St
135-137 sale or remove burner and lt Is a
nice wood stove C A VOSE Brooklyn
Elbridge N. Davis who owns and Senior High.
been invited. The senior choir has
Officers
were
installed
Monday
cently
on
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
G.
Pack

TENTS to let.
H E SIMMONS Heights. Tel. 150-11. Thomaston
Home." and was in charge of Mrs.
______ _________________________ 134-136
16
Willow
St
prepared an anthem “God Bless I Ella Cunningham and Mrs. Flora I at St. George Lodge F.A.M. in the
•
•
•
•
Rockland
Awning
Co..
|
operates
a
wood-lot
in
Northport
ard and Mrs. F.ora Hunt. Mr. and
me i
135-136
NEARBY poultrv farm or country
America" to be usel as a hymn. The Peabody.
Mn
All pupils have been invited to Mrs J. G. Packard and Mrs. Flora
I presence of 175 members and
of His clothing,, iflde from
ROOMS to let at 43 NORTH MAIN home for sale in Rockland city limits;
sermon topic is "Six Kinds of Vet
Hunt.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
D.
Crie
will
all
march
in
the
Armistice
Day
parade
Numbers were: Paper an “Pio- Ruests including the wives of the . 'hat he was wearing, nearly
ST.____________________________ 135*137 8-room. l!i story house with electric
lights: 26 foot stable; 50 foot storage
erans For Peace.” A special offer neer Homes" by Mrs. C. E. Over- Masons, members of Ivy Chapter, i of his tools and a new
new truck
lruck tire, Monday, meeting on Spring street return to California with their son
TWO large rooms with modern con barn suitable to remodel for poultry;
for the Winter
ing will be taken for Veterans of lock; who read the Whittier poem OES.. and members of King Solo- | also his provisions and furnishings at 10.30 a. m.
veniences to let. heated, lights, frtgld- only 81400 easy terms to responsible
buyer. Por details write Federal Land
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Fish and aire. MINNIE MILES. 31 Ocean St
• • • •
the Cross. At 7 o'clock Rev. H. W.
| mon's Lodge of Waldoboro.’Rock- ,
a fire of unknown wigin which
135-137 Bank of Springfield, representative.
daughter
Mabel.
Mrs.
Alice
Dodge
R
L Ness. 18 Sherwln St.. Watervllle.
Are
you
listening
to
the
“
Maine
Van Deman will use a set of slides Tena McCallum; and by Mrs. Inez land Lodge and Aurora Lodge of destrojed his camp Thursday
TWO-room furnished apt to let ln
134 135
home: clean, pleasant, hot and
Schools on the Air” programs on and Perley Handy, all of Camden, quiet
entitled "Early American Shrines." Mathews; a sketch read by Mrs. J Rockland. They are: Worshipful while he was in the woods.
O.MC >i-ton truck (1936) lor sale.
and Frank Wood of this town were cold water and use of bath Adults
Sundays
at
4
o'clock?
They
are
only.
23
CEDAR
ST..
Tel.
1148
J.
Inquire STANLEY'S OARAGE or 12
Mrs. Ellsworth Rolfe. Mrs. Lee
Willis Vinal; newspaper clipping master, Marshall White; senior
135*137 Knox St
133*135
Battle and Mrs. Fred Alley of Port being presented by Maine high
MEDOMAK
warden,
Dr.
Judson
P.
Lord;
juSIX-room
house
with
bath
to
let
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
of an interview with Mrs. Thomas
SINGER
sewing
machine
for
sale
schools and elementary schools,
526 M
Mrs. Ralph Genthner entertained
WHEREAS William A. Burgess, of Apply 184 South Main St.. TEL 134-135
ln good condition
MRS ANTHONY
1 nior warden, Hilliard Spear; senior land have been guests of thelr
SMALLEY 9G Mechanic St
133*135
at beano recently, the prizes go Edison, read by Miss Eda St. Clair; deacon. Curtis C. Starrett; Junior , ^ter. Mrs- Clarence Howes where normal schools and colleges, with Warren, ln the County of Knox and
State of Maine, by his mortgage deed,
ROOMS to let. heated, at 41 Lime- ,
LORD coupe for sale, 1933 rumble
ing to Mrs. Freda Collamore and readin« of a short hlst017 of 4‘H warden, Uno Laiho; senior steward '
remained several days to be assistance of leading speakers and dated the ninth day of November. In rock St. MRS. STOCKBRIDGE
also Guernsey bull, vear old. will
the year of our Lord, one thousand
133*135 1 seat;
Amy Willey. Ice cream and cake work in the United States and
commentators,
and
will
Include
trade for heifers H H WALDRON. 42
near their mother Mrs. Bertha
nine li> ndred and thirty-two. nnd
summary of the past year’s pro Nestor Salomaki; junior steward.
FOUR-room
heated
apartment
to
let;
Holmes
St . Tel 68-W.
133-135
were served.
recorded In book 234 page 76. ln the bath
Davis who underwent a surgical music, dTama, contests, debates, Knox
If desired 7 Elliot
,,
LONG established prosper us service
County Registry of Deeds, con St TELFurnished
Miss Ida Moreland is visiting Mr gram by Miss Lucinda Rich of Andrew Juura; treasurer, BenjaThomaston
24
and other interesting features. To veyed to me, Sarah L Burgess, if ------------------------------------------------------station business for tale Top locat on
| min Starrett; secretary, John Con operation in Bradbury Memorial
and Mrs. Francis Studley in Wiscas Rockland, county club agent.
In said County of Knot and
APARTMENT to let at 9 Llmerock ln Rockland; 70 000 gallons ln '39: exmorrow's broadcast will be given Union
Hospital, Belfast, recently.
State
of
Maine,
a
certain
lot
nr
par

St.
Inquire
at
PEOPLES
LAUNDRY
i
cellent grease-acce^sorv trade; tools
set.
nell;
marshal.
George
W.
Walker;
Club pledge by Boys' and Girls’
of land together with all build
133-135 I etc.. Included. Price right for quick
South Montville Sewing Circle by Stonington High, featuring the cel
John Whitmore recently went to 4-H Clubs ln unison; “Highlights chaplain, Rev. L. dark French;
ings new thereon situated in raid
nDartm
ant
to
let'
I
>a
,or cash- Building
UNFURNISHED apartment ro let SQ 'etnvestment
nol too „not
rqe Included,
Wrlte „
wil! hold Its annual supper and band, patriotic sketches, and other Warren and bounded and described Pour rooms and bath
Virginia where he will spend the
Call nt 12
of the Past Year's Work" ln dia Niven Crawford, tyler, will be in
as
follows,
to
wit:
BEGINNING
at
a
you
mean
business
to
"REAL
OPPOR
music.
Knox
St.,
or
TEI.
156
W.
132-tf
Winter with his daughter Mrs.
sale
Nov.
15.
stake and stones ln the southeast
TUNITY", care The Courier-Gazette.
logue form by John Gephart and stalled later.
SECOND door. 5-room unfurnished Rockland
corner
ot
land
formerly
of
John
Boggs,
Gladys Salenberger.
133 135
Mrs. Jenobia Cummings, Eletta
on the westerly side of Kalloch's apartment to let. comer Warren nnd
The officers were installed by
TWO black fur robes for sale, al
Kenneth Genthner shot a deer Harvel Corckett; an egg candling
Meadow (so called): thence North Main Sts.; bath, hot water heat with
Whitaker. Isaac N. Quigg, Emma GLEN COVE
most
new.
reaionable
"W
J
w
” %
demonstration by Eugene Peabody I Louis A. Walker of Rockland,
C. A HAMILTON. 29
67= west three hundred and twenty oil burner.
last Saturday.
133*135
130-tf c.juticr- Gazette.
Capt. Roscoe Eaton is home from (320) rods to stake and stones; thence Chestnut St.. Tel. 986-J
D.D.G.M. of district 9, assisted by Moody and Austin Priest of Pal
south 23’ west forty rods to stake and
TURKISH paste candv for *ale also
heated apartment to
William H. Robinson as deputy ermo and Mr. and Mrs. Harry Miller New York for a few days and has stones; thence south 67° east three letFURNISHED
at 14 MASONIC ST
134*136 walnut wafers. MRS FRANK WEEKS
as guest, Walter Cross, his business hundred and thirty eight (338) rods
Highland St Tel, 62-W________ 133-135
of
Belfast
were
recent
visitors
at
grand marshal, Rev. L. dark
FIVE-ROOM apartment and bath
a stake and stones tn said Kalloch's
partner. With David Eaton as to
SHOT guns and rifles for sale,
Meadow; thence northerly ln said to let, at 117 Llmerock St Apply FRAN
French as deputy grand chaplain, George McLain’s.
CIS
D ORNE. Tel. 1042-W_______ 127 tf reasonably priced. COMON'INN CAFE.
chauffeur
they
motored
Monday
to
meadow about five rods to a stake
Arthur
S Smalley. Prop . 239 Main St..
The Cling-together Club met re
and stones; thence north 2° west forty
and with Mrs. Dana H. Smith Sr.
Brooklin.
furnished apartment City
131*142
rods to the place of beginning. Con toTHREE-room
cently
with
Mrs.
J.
F.
Hooper.
let
Private
flush.
Call
at
57
CRES

as musician. Leman Oxton of West
Miss Adah Hall of Boston spent taining elghty-two acres, more or less CENT ST.
Hard wood per foot, fitted, $1.50:
125tf
Also another lot or parcel of land
Sowed, $1 40; long, 81 30 M B ft C O.
last weekend with her mother, Mrs. adjoining
Rockport, DD.G.M. of District 7
SMALL unfurnished apt to let ELLA PERRY. Tel. 487
the above described lot.
132-tf
Ma
St.. Tel
Mary Hall.
bounded and described as follows, to COLLINS. 25 North Main
delivered the charges to the new ROCKVILLE
LEHIGH Valley stove and nut coal
witBEGINNING at a stake and 629-M
130-tf
Mrs. Gladys Taylor was pleasant stones at the southwest corner of the
__for sale,-614 50; Pocahontas lumpy
ly installed officers.
Norman Thurston has employ
furnished apartment to . soft >9; fitted dry hard wood. $1 50 ft
ly surprised last Saturday when above described lot; thence west, let.THREE-room
Apply at 12 WARREN ST., or II J B. PAULSEN,
------- ~
‘ ~
Tel.
Thomaston 62.
The program given at intervals ment at Snow's shipyard.
northwest by land formerly of Me
JAMES ST.
132 tf
132-tf
a
group
of
friends
from
Camden
Callum.
nlnetv-flve
rods
to
a
stskt
! during the installation Included
Mrs. Annie Collamore is at home
SIX-room house and garage for sale
arrived to celebrate her birthday. and stones; thence north, northeast
1 the baritone solo "Trade Winds” after a long period of nursing in In the company were Mr. and Mrs. forty-two rods by land formerly of
on Camden St Bath, lights, hot water
McCallum and Boggs to a birch tree: guests Sunday of Everett Heald. heat. Price $1800. Can be paid for
by Charles Wilson; a group of in Camden.
as rent V. F STUDLEY. Tel. 1154 or
Frank Bagley, Mrs. Marjorie Pres thence east, southeast nlnety-slx rods
Mrs.
Daniel
Morris
of
West
330. 283 Main St.
132-tf
a stake and stones at land former
No question about it—the extra
strumental selections by Raymond
Miss Martha Sides spent Tues cott, Mr. and Mrs. Hartley Nash and to
In a Home
ly of Boggs: thence south, southwest Springfiel. Mass., is visiting her
h hird coal. egg. .tore, nut
forty-two rods by land formerly of mother Mrs. George Davis.
Payson,
piano,
and
John
Durrell.
day
and
Wednesday
visiting
her
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Guy
Annis.
Cards
$14 50 per ton, del. Household soft coal
beat of D&II Anthracite does
said Boggs to the place of beginning.
u „ ,
., ,
$8 per ton. del. Nut size New River soft,
Heated By
banjo; a group of readings by Miss brother, ,Mark Sides in Camden. were enjoyed and refreshments Containing twenty-five acres, more or
Miss
Blanche
Palmer
visited
the
:
not
screened $9 ton del.; screened, 810
less; being the same lots described ln
make your home more pleasant
Ida Stevens, and several selections
After visiting her father, Dana were served
after a i ton del. M B Ac C. O. PERRY. 519
a certain deed from Amanda 8. Young loca 1 schools Monday
a
|
Main
8t., Tel. 487.
132-tf
Capt.
David
Burns,
brother
of
to me, bearing date April 25th. A, D. month's absence due to illness.
| by the Town Orchestra. Mrs. A. Sherer for two weeks Mrs. Mau
in Winter. Fill your bin today
Mrs. Ross Eaton, is on his way to 1922 and recorded In Knox Registry
Smith was accompanist for Mr. rice R. Clough returned home
of Deeds. Book 191, Page 564 to which
*
this country from Japan.
and be ready for winter’s cold
deed and the deeds therein referred
READ ALL THE NEWS
Wilson.
Wednesday. She made a stop over
Carl Eaton has enlisted in the to reference may be had.
THEN READ AI,I, THE AOS
Anthracite
est weather.
AND WHEREAS the condition of
The past masters’ degree was in Brunswick that night to visit Air Corps and is now at Fort
said mortgage has been broken, now.
YARNS for rugs and hand knitting.
worked on Marshall White, newly her brother Charles A. Sherer.
Devens.
therefore, by reason of the breach
Samples and knitting directions free.
the condition thereof. I. the said
CALL 487
H.
A. BARTLETT. Harmony, Me
Mrs. W. P. Richardson of Cam
William Lu'kin and Louis Tatham of
installed master of St. George
Sarah L. Burgess, owner of said mort
126-137
ADVERTISEMENTS
Lodge, and on Floyd Benner of den was guest Sunday of Miss Lot recently visit .d in South Vernon, Vt. gage. hereby claim a foreclosure of
said mortgage, and give this notice
Ladlee—Rellable hair goods at Rock
and
motored
to
Massachusetts.
They
Waldoboro, recently installed mas tie H. Ewell and Mrs. Ida Barfor the purpose of foreclosing the
land Hair 8tore. 24 Elm St. Mall order*
made a vis.t Sunday in Swanville same.
solicited. H O RHODES. Tel 519-J
ter of King Solomon’s Lodge of rows. They had as callers in the
Dated
at
Union,
Maine,
this
nine

120-8-tf
accompanied by Clifton Lufkin.
ROCKLAND ME.
teenth day of October, A D. 1940
Waldoboro, by Leroy Chatto of afternoon Mr. andi 'Mrs. Frank
Mrs. William Colley and son Wil
SARAH L. BURGESS.
Owner of said mortgage.
Rockland, a past district deputy Vaughn' and Mr. and Mrs. Bert liam are guests of Mrs. Coiley’s
YOUR CONVENIENCE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
as aforesaid.
Keene of Rockland Highlands.
WORK W0NDEB8
parents, Mr and Mrs. Eaton.
,
I29-S-135
THE FAVORITE PENNSYLVANIA HARD COAL grand master.

WALDOBORO

WARREN

George Shaw’s Report

At The High School

SENTERkCRANE'S

Special Purchase!

Transparant
Velvet!
$1.49 yd

In Everybody’s Column LOST AND FOUND

WANTED

FOR SALE

TO LET

WINTER

P&asa/ntu

D&II

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

MISCELLANEOUS

Every-Other-DaV

VINALHAVEN
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’Twas Scotty’s Turn
Another Literary Effusion
and Several Hard-Boiled
Suggestions

«« ««
MRS OSCAR C. LANS
Correspondent

The Ladies of the G AR. will Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
meet Sunday at 10.30 at the Grand
As time wears on and we wear
Army rooms to attend Union down the Skippers, the members of
Church Church in a body, with all
our team available to write you
other patriotic orders, in observ
about our continued successes be
ance of Armistice Bunday.
Mrs. Edith Erickson of Rockland comes smaller and smaller, and now
ls guest of her parents, Capt. and it has narrowed down to my turn,
with only one other Gander left to
Mrs. Roy Nickerson.
carry on our literary work, unless
Mrs. Charles Anderson recently
the Skippers come to life at once.
returned from a visit with her son
In our last brush with them, held
Carl Anderson, in New York and
ln the Cascade Alleys Tuesday night,
relatives ln Chicago.
it looked lor a while as if they might
Mrs. John Hildings has returned win a match, as they won the first
from a visit with her daughter, string very handily and seemed to
Mrs Howard Coombs in Boston.
have a lot of stuff on the ball at
Freeman
Leadbetter
visited well as being especially lucky. But
Thursday in Rockland.
the 24-pln lead which the Skippers
Vinalhaven Lions Club enjoyed a ] won on the first string disappeared
banquet Thursday night at Legion like dew before the morning sun in
hall sponsored by the American the second string, as the Skippers
began getting low boxes and the
Legion Auxiliary.
There will be dancing at Red Ganders began hitting on high. The
Men's hall tonight. Music will be O«nder boys took the second string
by a big 57 and then the third one
furnished by Arey's Orchestra.
by 24, so that at the end of the
Walter Torfason is home from
match the Skippers were away to
New York.
leeward and as good as sunk
Marguerite Chapter O.ES met
As the situation progresses and
Monday night with Mrs Ruth Arey the hopelessness of the Skippers’
substituting as Worthy Matron, in cause becomes more apparent, those
the absence of Mrs. Flavilla A. An talks of trades and deals becomes
derson.
i more active and lt may be that
Budd Hayden has returned from something will be done about It. For
Belfast.
Instance it has been suggested that
Capt ar.d Mrs. Charles E. Young Gene Hall be sold to the Oreen
have returned from Crockett's Island team and a younger man
River, where they passed the Sum bought to take his place. Another
suggestion has been that the Gan
mer.
Ladles' Night was observed by ders be compelled to use only four
Pequoit Tribe of Red Men, Wed men to the Skippers' five, or that
nesday night at thelr Wigwam. the Skippers bowl four balls each
Forty couples were present. Past time instead of three. Perhaps that
Prophet O. V. Drew Invoked the last suggestion would hit Oene Hall
Great Spirit blessing in an impres- about right, for Gene bowls four
sive manner, after which a chick-n balls every time he can get away
banquet was prepared by members with K, as tt is.
But in actual results there has
of Monarda Council of Pocahontas,
was enjoyed by Red Men and La been little change as yet, and the
dies. A program of dancing and Skippers show up regularly every
games was presented by the com week to take their beating and pav
mittee: O V Drew. George Swears, their monies. One other method of
Walter Ingerson; music by Green suggested relief to the. Skippers
law's two-piece orchestra. The sup has been that the pool collected by
per committee, F B Maker, Hilton Cap'n Grimes each week from them
Young ard Lyford Philbrook. were be turned over toward paying for
assisted by ladies from Pocahontas their bowling and thus ease up on
Council. Nellie Robinson. Sophro- the pocketbooks of the Skippers nt
nia Tolman, Bessie Morton, Mary the expense of their stomachs.
Some customers having come ln I
Wentworth and Ruth Billings.
must now close and give them my
Church Notes

meet at 10 o clock, with Mrs. Varney,i
Red Cross nurse as guest speaker
Worship will be at 11 o’clock. All
patriotic orders have been invited
to attend tn a body. Rev Kenneth
Cook will take as sermon subject
“Is Democracy Safe in America?"
The vested choir will sing the an
thems "To Our Fair Land” and
“God of the Nations.”
Harry
Coombs will sing “Ood Bless
America.”
Junior Epworth League will meet
at 4 o'clock; Christian Endeavor at
spirational message by the pastor.
The Pastor's Council will meet at
Mrs. Mary Tolman’s Monday at 7.
Prayer service will be held In the
vestry Tuesday at 7.

.

,

,

The score:
Ganders
Sanborn
.
Grimes .........
Littlefield ...... ....
Shields
Goose Arey ....

93
88
73
85
86

97 82—272
90 107—285
90 78—211
too 102—288
107 96—289

426 484 466-1375

Skippers
Drew
Peterson ........
Halt ...............
Guilford ........
Skip Arey ........

92
96
80
97
86

99
94
66
75
93

84—275
87—276
74—220
93—265
103—282

450 427 441-1318

—

TREMONT

Beal-Benson
IIMiniU
I The Con8re«ati<,nal Church was
U Iw IU tw
! the scene of an attractive wedding
Mrs. Agnes Creighton is visiting 1 al , o'clock Sunday when Miss
relatives in Boston and vicinity.
Prudence Benson, daughter of Mr.
Mrs. Jessie Stewart has returned and Mrs. Ralph Benson of Bernard,
from a visit at her old home in j became the bride of Elmer Beal.
Massachusetts.
Mr
Harvard Beal
Mrs. Emma Jones left Thursday :ot Manset. The double ring cere
mony was performed by Mrs. Alice
for her Winter sojourn in Florida.
Smith of Bernard.
Mrs. F. E. Burkett who suffered
Miss Barbara Kelley at the or
an ill turn Tuesday, is gaining gan, played the wedding march.
slowly.
Miss Marilyn Benson, sister of the
Several deer have been shot in bride, was maid of honor. Bowen
Marshall was best man. Miss Milthis vicinity.
Seven Tree Grange was invited dred Philips of Manset was brldesto Hope Monday night to confer , mald- Francis Chahuers of Manset, served as usher.
degrees and partake of supper.
The bride, who was given in
The Missionary Branch of the ' marriage by her father, was beauWomans Christian Service will tifu| ln White lace. She carried a
meet Thursday at 2 oclock at the bouquet of yellow roses. The maid
heme of Mrs. Eugene Calderwood. , of honor wore pink embroidered
The Womans Community Club 1 organdy ar.d carried a bouquet of
will meet Tuesday. Chairman of snapdragons. The bridesmaid wore
program is Mrs. Grace Williams; I Peach chtffon and also carrled
hostesses. Alice Hills. Euda Ler'a bouquet of snapdragons
‘
A reception was held following
mor.d and Lila Burrlll.
the cereniony at the home oI the
Reverdy Burns and family left, bride s paints. During the servlast week for Florida.
, mg of the refreshments a beautiMrs. Alice Plumer has closed her \ fully decorated brides cake made
home and is in Portland with her by Mrs. Bernard Johnson was cut
by the bride. Mr. and Mrs. Beal
children fo the Winter.
Fred E. Rankin of East Union left for a short wedding trip of un
known destination.
has undergone a leg amputation
The bride was graduated from
as result of blood poisoning.
Southwest Harbor High School,
class of 1939, having a class part.
Since her graduation Mrs. Beal

VINALHAVEN
& ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Service to:
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington, Isle au Haut, Swan's
Island and Frenchboro

WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change without notice.
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
P. M.
A. M.
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 6.00
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
Ar. 3.30
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 2.45
8.30 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Lv. 1.30
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
119-tf

’ tories in previous Democratic ter
Tost Office are urged to shop and
ritory—Delaware, Illinois, Missouri,
mail as early as possible so that we
, Montana, Nebraska—in electing 14
At a meeting of Branch 131, the may be able to avoid any last
Willkie Gains Michigan j governors Tuesday. They also won local branch of the National Asso-' minute confusion which would posMonday through Friday at 1.30 P, M„ over Stations WNAC, Boston;
For 82 Electoral Votes- . In Maine ln September to bring ciatlon of Letter Carriers, Nov. 8. sibly delay service.
WTAG, Worcester; WCSIl, Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
James Connellan, cur new acting
-----------------Republican
Gain In Senate Ulb
years total 15
_____
Democrats took four governor- postmaster presented Theodore E.
ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.
Republicans counted four more ships—Connecticut Idaho, Michigan1 Perry, popular parcel-post driver,
(Continued frem Page Two)
Dark days ahead, gray skies, bad flaked tuna fish and heat thorough Senate seats to offset strengthened and Rhode Island—away from the1 with the gold and blue enamel
Clarence Peters and Oswald M.
driving, heating problems, over ly. Serve in baking powder bis Democratic control of the House opposing party in electing 17 State medal awarded by the Post Office
Department in recognition of his i Stetscn pleaded guilty to breakshoes and mufflers . . . the whole cuit ring baked In a ring mold. as a result of Tuesday’s elections. executives.
All Senate races had been de
In addition, a Democrat, William completion of seven years driving ing, entering and larceny
regime cf Winter in New Eng Serves six.
cided but one House decision was H. Burke, appeared to have unseat- without an accident. In his presin the case of the State vs. Earl
land. Now we're not recalling the Boiled Indian Pudding
still unreported, with Representa ed Gov. Payne H. Ratner, Kansas ' entation speech Mr. Connellan ‘ Davis, Jr., and Wallace Vinal, fcr
gloomy details ijust to be dreary,
(From Mrs. M. E. Wood of Prov tive Hill (D-Wash) holding a le<»d Republican, although an official praised Ted's record and recom-! breaking, entering and larceny,
but to urge you to do something idence) .
over Frank Miller, his Republican canvass of the vote was needed to mended it as an example to all driv- Vinal pleaded guilty and bail was
about Winter's worst aspect . . .
One pint Brer Rabbit Molasses, challenger.
determine tlie winner.
ers. Our roads would become the fixed at $2000 day to day.
what lt does to our sense of well 1 pint milk, 4 eggs, 1 pound suet,
The acquisition of five seats and
With only one of 2734 state pre safest in the country if everyone
The case of Winfred W. Flinton
being. All Summer we’ve been Indian meal (yellow or white), 1
the loss of one will give the Repub cincts unreported, Burke had an imitated Ted and drove with the for rape has been continued to the
living out of doors, soaking up, teaspoon ground nutmeg, 1 tealicans 28 seats in the new Senate unofficial count of 417,828 votes and same consideration for the rights next term. The respondent was
sunshine, getting more exercise.' spoon grated iemon rlnd
compared with 24 at the present Ratner 416,106.
of others which he always shows, ordered to give bail.
eating more fruits and vegetables
Warm the molasses with the time. The Democrats will have 66
In Washington Arthur B. Langlie, The fact that he owns no car of
• • • •
and drinking more liquids. Truly j mUk> stirring well and do not boil,
seats instead of 69 as in the present Republican, had a lead of 3622 votes his own makes such a driving rec- • Appointments made for next
part of the Winter "slump,” the geat the eggs till light and stir Senate.
|year's terms of court are February
over former Senator Clarence C. ord all the more striking.
snififles and dreariness, come with gradually into the first mixture
The remaining seats will be held Dill, Democrat, but 78 precincts
The Association voted to meet on term, Judge Fellows; May, Judge
a let-down physical condition.
Chop the suet fine and add with I by Senator Norris (Ind.-Neb.) and were still to be heard from and there the second Friday of each month; Chapman; November, Judge Murray,
Why no' be smart this year and enough Indian meal to make a Senator La Follette (Prog.-Wls.) The
were an estimated 23,000 absentee to raise their dues to $1 per month '
------------------beat that “slump”? There. ar,! medlum stiff batter. Add the nut- , latter won re-election after the closvotes to be counted next week. Pre and to donate $10 to the Red Cross, SPRUCE HEAD
certain things you can do that will meg and lemon rind and stir well, est fight of his political career. One
viously the State had a Democratic' Knox Hospital and the Nursing
Mr. and Mrs. Milledge Randall
keep your resistance high all Win Orease a 3-pound pail or small of the Republican Senate gains re
administration.
j
Project. It was also resolved to' and daughter Mildred of South
ter. Plenty of rest, for one thing, pound cans and fill two-thlrds full. suited from .the switch by Senator
• • • •
have a joint meeting with the Aux-, Portland wee overnight guests Sunmost people hit a faster pace ln Boll three hours in a kettle of Henrik Shipstead of Minnesota from
Chairman Martin of the Republl- lliary every three months. Three I day of Mr. and Mrs. Stanley SimWinter; outdoor exercise, even ii water. Serve hot with sauce made
aftillation with the Farmer-Labor1 can National Committee, declared new members were voted into the mons.
the skies are dark, the air is fresh of drawn Land O' Lakes butter,
party to the Republicans. Ship- that his party came very close to Association—Winfield Chatto, who
Mrs. Alice Allard entertained re
and keen; Drink plenty . . . but wine and nutmeg.
stead defeating the Farmer-Labor victory in the Presidential election transferred from the clerks asso- cently it cards. Mrs. Allard hav
really plenty of liquids, especially Buttered Nuts
candidate, left that party without and that its defeat represented only elation, Albert Grant, a transfer ing high score. Lunch was served.
orange ar.d tomato juice for Vita
(From Violet Mewer, Old Or representation ln the Senate.
a temporary setbacx in a great cru- from the National Association of
Lavon P. Godfrey of North Haven
min C, and that brings us to the chard Beach, Mainer
Democrats won 266 of the 435 sade.” "It ls our purpose” ha said. Post Office Mechanics, and Emilio spent last weekend with his parents.
all important question of diet In
Pour boiling water over shelled House seats, with the Hill seat in in a statement, "to take full ad- Hary as a new member.
Mrs. L. C. Elwell is employed in
Summer you're more likely to eat peanuts to remove skins and plunge Washington's fourth district still vantage of the new and progressive
• • • •
!
nursing
at the home of Mrs. Frank
right foods and you do absorb Immediately in cold water. (Those undecided. Republicans elected only leadership and support that has' Preparations for handling the
vltamines direct from the sun, but with skins removed are much 162 In the present House there come to us in tliis campaign. We Christmas rush are practically com- ,i Clark in Rockland.
in Winter you have to plan con easier to do and cost only a little art 258 Democrats, 167 Republicans, j are for national unity. We are for plete. Sufficient appointments of1 Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Cher.ey
and daughter Margaret returned
sciously.
more). Drain and dry well be two Progressives, one Farmer La- ; a strong defense. We shall support temporary employes already having ,
You can take cod or halibut liver tween towels. Use at once if pos borite, one American Laborite and the President when not in conflict been made, the majority of them I home Thursday from 10 days visit
oil . . . we'd pin our faith to irradi sible. but if they must be used six vacancies. Of the vacant seats with the great principles for whicn from the existing Civil Service Reg- ' with relatives In Mlllbridge and
Mrs. Cheney’s brother
ated milk instead.
Use whole later put in a bowl and cover with three formerly were filled by Demo- we fought in this crusade.'
ister. All patrons of the Rockland j Lubec.
Frank
Tibbetts
accompanied them
wheat cen als and bread, prefer a towel and keep in a cool place. crats and three by Republicans.
• • • •
-------able sweetened with molasses for If they dry too much It makes
Progressives increased their House ’ Michigan swung back into the uncovered tended further to In- home.
Everett Elwell of Rockland visi
last Summer's tests ln eastern uni them tough. Melt enough Land O' representation to three, and other Republican column nationally on crease the Willkie advantage. The
versities show the iron ln molasses Lakes butter to barely cover the seats went to one Farmer Laborite. the basis of complete unofficial re revised totals shewed: Willkie 1,031,- ted last Saturday at the home of
his parents.
is almost 90 percent used by the nuts and put it hot ln a shallow' one American Laborite and cne In-I turns from the general election that ago, Roosevelt 1,025.804.
Mrs. Austin Kinney entertained
body. Use plenty of butter and pan. Have the oven at 375 degrees dependent Democrat.
; gave Wendell L. Willkie a lead of
• • . •
cream; they're not luxuries, you F. and stir frequently. Be sure all
• • • •
6056 votes over President Roosevelt. 1 Wendell L. Willkie is to make a Friday at a Halloween party ln
Vcte totals pointed to a possible Late returns from mral Wayne and radio address Monday night between Community hall. Her guests were
need the Vitamin A. Try to use nuts are coated with butter Let
“In view of tlie fact friends Irom Rockland,
as many vegetables and fruits as brown. Taste to be sure there is net Republican gain of one gover- out-state areas, in the contest for 10.30 and 11
Thr pupils ar.d teacher Miss
you did last Summer but make no raw taste left. Salt at once. nor.'hip as late tabulations of Tues- Michigan's 19 electoral votes, were that between 22330 000 and 23.000.000
balloting showed a sufficient to wipe out the lead thepeople voted for me” Willkie said,1 Ethel Holbrookentertained
their
sure of a tall glass a day of either Cool well and store in a covered day's record
orange juice or tomato juice or tin at once and they will keep shill in party control of 10 Stat? President had held, and put Willkie 'I leel an obligation to state inv po- parents and friends at a Halloween
grapefruit juice. Follow this simple fresh a long time. Drain on paper admint tratiens, with only two of hr front by a narrow margin. Tab- sltion. I feel I ewe that to 'nose party Thusday night in Community
regime and then eat the other towels'" The "same butter may "be 1 33 gubernatorial races still in doubt, ulators immediately began a re- who voted forme, and I also * ant j hall. Games and dar.cirg were
enjoyed and
J lur.ch was served.
J
things you like, and you’ll beat used again adding more when I Republicans marked up five vie- check of results, and the errors they to talk to the Nation.”
the slump we’d almost promise
needed. Ten pounds of peanuts

* Election Aftermath

At Our Post Office

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST

In Superior Court

Banana Meat Loaf

uses only one-half pound Land O’
One pound ground raw beef. 1 Lakes butter.
tablespoon chopped onion, 1 table
MENU
spoon salt, % teaspoon pepper, 1
Breakfast
cup soft bread crumbs, \ cup
Fresh Pears
mashed bananas (I to 2), '» tea
Maltex
spoon fry mustard.
Broiled Bacon
Use all-yellow or slightly greenEggs
tipped bananas.
Mix together
Coffee Cake
meat, onion, salt, pepper and
Coffee
bread crumbs. Combine bananas
Sunday Dinner
and mustard and mix. Add to
Kemp's Tomato Consomme
meat mixture and mix well. Form
“•Banana Meat Loaf
mixture into a loaf and place Into
String Beans in Cream
well-greased baking pan. Bake in
Baked Potatoes
a moderate oven (350 degrees F.)
Celery
Olives
Pickles
about one hour. Serves four to
‘Boiled Indian Pudding
six
Ice Cream Sauce
Coffee
California Shortcake
Supper
One can condensed cream of
celery soup, ‘<i teaspoon paprika,
'California Shortcake
O&C Potato Sticks
2 tablespocns Land O’ Lakes but
Cooked Vegetable Salad
ter, Vi teaspoon celery salt, 2
tablespoons chopped pimento, 2
Ice Cream
Fruit Sauce
cups flaked Kuna fish.
Coffee
Heat soup over low flame and
•Recipes given.
add seasonings and buter. Add

9id you buy
car on Millinery
rOU hear it said often nowadays thal it’s milli

nery that sells automobiles.
All right —let’s put it up to one who knows. Did
you buy your car on nick-nacks, trick devices,

novelties?

EAST FRIENDSHIP

Mrs. Almon Burns spent Tuesday
with her daughter, Mrs. Madeline
Somers in Warren.
Harold Jameson spent last
tveekend in New York, making the
trip with Ernest Hutchinson.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Vose. formerly
of this place were given a house
warming Tuesday night at their
newly-bought residence at Pleas
ant Point. Several friends from
here attended.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred McLaughlin
we<re visitors Sunday in' Tenants
Harbor.
Mr. and Mrs. R J. Marshall were
in Warren Monday and there
called on Mrs. Marshalls sister.
Mrs. Sarah Dodham who is in ill
health.
Sadie Davis of Wadsworth Point
la visiting relatives in Rockland.
A family gathering was held
Wednesday at the home of Frank
Miller to helo celebrate his birthday. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Wyllie
of Thomaston and Mr. ar.d Mrs.
Roy Vose of Pleasant Point were
guests.
Rev. Harry Daniels of Port Clyde
will hold services Monday night
at the Baptist Church.
Rev. Victor Oiborne of the vil
lage made calls Wednesday in
Mass. Mr. Beal also graduated tills vicinity.
from Southwest Harbor High
School class of 1939, ar.d is at pres
ent employed by the Southwest SOUTH WARREN
Miss Edna Davidson of BridgeHarbor Beat Corp.
water has been guest several days
at the Barrett home.
NORTH HAVEN
Mrs. Mary Libby has had the
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Raymond
ar.d daughter Florence of New York telephone Installed 23-32.
are visiting at the home of Mr.
Lloyd Maxey and Leland Over
ar.d Mrs. Irven Simpson.
look are spending a vacation hunt
Mrs. Mary Lewis is spending the ing big game in the Maine woods.
Mrs. Lula Libby went Thursday
Winter with relatives in Massa
chusetts.
to Auburn called by the illness of
Frank Sampson and Clyde Ames Miss Blanche Washburn.
are hunting in the Maine woods.
Repairs are being made on the
Mr. and Mrs. O. D. Lermond interior of the Bucklin house at
leave today for Sarasota where the State Farm, making it ready
they will spend the Winter.

Page Five

lor occupancy.

LINCOLNVILLE
Capt. George Stewart and J. C.
Pottle made a business trip to
Boston the first of the week.
Leland
Maclntire
of
New
Rochelle. N. Y. is passing a few
days in town with relatives.
Erwin Ross of New York city
and Miss Elizabeth Ross of Dor
chester, Mass., passed last week
at the Ross home at the village.
Miss Marion Dickey has employ
ment in Thomaston.
Frederick Gray of Bath passed
]ast weekend with his family here.
Mr. ar<d ^rs. l. g
recently
entertained at dinner before de
parture for Florida. In the group
w\re Ernes; Mahoney, Mr. and
Mrs. Edw. Trainer, Mrs. Florence
MacDonald and Barbara Rolerson.
Harry Dole of Princeton passed
iast weekend at heme.
Arthur Mahoney leaves Sunday
' to spend the Winter in Cortona.
Maurice Pottle of Union was
guest last weekend at Meadow
Brook Farm.
Norman Dickey passed last week
end with his parents and sisters
in Belfast.
Linwood Cilley was in Boston
last weekend.
Howard Pottle. Mrs. Hazel Pot
tle, Mrs. Mabel Athearn, Mrs.
Marion Jones and twins, Janice
and Janet Watts were visitors
Monday in Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs. J. CroSby Hobbs
of Camden were callers Sunday
on Mr. ar.d Mrs. Melvin Dickey
and Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Russ.

On its power—on its pull—on its pick-up—on its

easy handling (including freedom from shifting) —

We don’t think so.

yes, and on its thrift.

We believe that while considering style, and room,
and comfort — you really picked your car on what it
would do on the road!
Now, we take our hats off to no car for being
smarter-looking than Buick. We’ll match our prod
uct against any for room, appointments, fine finish,
comfort.

Nowhere will you find a car that does so much so
well and so frugally.

You’ll find novelties in the new Buicks of course,
hut they’re not the chief attraction. Instead you’ll

see the two big basic engineering developments of
the year —
design and Compound Car-

buretion.
But beyond all that, we challenge the whole field
to equal Buick on its all
round performance ability.

They give you an automobile that packs a real thrill

—better come in and learn more about it.

CUSHING
Armistice Sunday will be observed
tomorrow at 2.30 by a special service
at the Broad Cove Church. The
I American Legion, Girl Scouts and
I 4-H Clubs are invited. Draftees
and all men of the town are urged
to attend as it is Men's Day." "Six
Men for Peace” is the sermon topic.
A Veterans of the Cross collection
will

be taken.

C. W. HOPKINS, INC.
712 MAIN STREET

fl WHEN

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 1000-W

BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT BUICK WILL BUILD THEM

I
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THOMASTON
SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
Correspondent
ftftftft
Tel. 190
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MISS LAMB’S PUPILS

I

Every-Other-Day

CONFESSES HORRIBLE GRIME

Display Their Skill At the Piano—
Miss Lassell Vocal Artist

Continued from Page One)

tempting to conceal from her two wondering children,
Rachel 11, and Bernard 9, the reason for the search which

the officers were making on the outside of the dwelling.
Miss Mary McEvoy of Petersham,
Mass., arrived Thursday to visit
Mrs. J. A. McEvoy.
The Friendly Club met Wednes
day at Mrs. Josephine Stone's home
Christmas sewing was accom
plished and a social hour of games
enjoyed. Miss Rita C. Smith in
vited the Club to meet at her
home the next time.
The name of Mrs. Ada Beattie
was Inadvertently omitted from
the list of teachers in the pri
mary department of the Federated
Sunday School.
Mrs. Beattie
teaches one of the fourth grades.
Mr. and Mrs. Orrin Creamer have
arrived home from Bristol. R. I.
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Stone and
son, David and Mrs. Josephine
Stone went yesterday to Belmont.
Mass.., where they win spend the
weekend and holiday with relatives.
Mrs. Dora Maxey has returned
home after a visit with her sister,
Mrs. Effie Tilton, in Epping, N. H.
The Tri-County Osteopathic So
ciety will meet Monday night at

Inn.
The Federated Circle meets
Tuesday at 2 oclock at the home
of Miss Helen Studley.
The annual Harvest Supper
sponsored by the Federated Circle
will be held Thursday at the
Methodist Church at 6.30. The
committee
is:
Mrs.
Bernice
Knights, Mrs. Mary Crie, Mrs.
Rena Wotton, and Mrs. Ada Beattie. ' Mrs. Charlotte Oray is ticket
chairman. Mrs. Faye Stetson is in
charge of decorations and Miss
Helen Studley will supervise the

Webber s

dining room.

The slain girl was her daughter by a former marriage. An

One of Rockland's best known and historic houses lent its spacious
interior Thursday night to a piano recital given by the pupils of Miss
Mabel F. Lamb. Beautiful decorations of Fall flowers, softly gleaming
lights, and a most cordial greeting from Mr. and Mrs Morris B Perry,
made the occasion distinctly outstanding. Receiving with them was Miss
Lamb: the many guests felt at once the charm of an easy and gracious
hospitality, and. as they listened to music presented bv pupils in different
grades of attainment, the finished and the beginners, were sure that the
fine program was put forth and achieved under distinctly artistic ideals.
At the close of the program, which follows, an invitation for a social hour
was given and the guests and performers enjoyed the refreshments of
cakes and ices. Miss Lamb and the Perfield system, which sire uses, are
to be congratulated on the results.
Miss Barbara Lassell sang vocal selections, her sweet soprano voice
making strong appeal to the appreciative audience
Due to illness. Miss Dorothy Peterson was unable to appear, and
William East substituted with the selection "In a Monastery Garden.” by
Ketelbey. Tire program:
Oxen Minuet,

other daughter, Evangeline, 13, is at the State School for
Girls in Pownal.

The two younger children, very bright and winsome,
are pupils at the Purchase street school. They were taken

to the neighbors while the search for their sister's body was
being conducted.

Mrs. Phelps said that when she returned homp on the
night of the crime she asked her husband where Pauline

: was and he said he didn't know but thought she had gone
to a friend's house on Thomaston street.

A la Wen aimee,

Schuett

the best.

Barbara Lassell, Lucille Stanley
Royal Blue,

Ponce
William East

Dancing Daisy Fields,

Mokrejs

Old Uncle Joe Plays a Cake Walk Tune,

Bentley
Carol Walcott
Perfield

Inquiry,

Perfield

Spanish Melody

Lightly Row,

Wevbright

The Flower Man,

Gaynor

March.

Bentley

TTic Bunny That Ran Away,

Kent

March,

Brounoff

Indian War Dance,
Jackie Hughes

Hunting Song (rote).

Gurlitt

A Robin Came To My Window,

Bentley

,

Adler

Mary Carrillo

Home on the Range,

art- by \Vagne<s

The Banjo,

\\ right

Elfman,

Coburn

Bentley

Sunrise,

Charlie Perry

r

Occupying the other half of the double tenement on
ers, Ruel Westmoreland and his daughter, Mrs. Ruby Meeks,

told of strange doings at the Phelps home on Halloween
night.

About supper time Mrs. Allen said she heard a woman

shriek four times, a heavy fall, and then all was quiet, ex

Henriella Stiles

Faun in the Forest,

r

Crescent street is Mrs Marion Allen, who with her board

Mocking,

Duet—Boy Scout

County Attorney Jerome c. Burrows, who is conducting the case
J
for the sute.
I found her on the street.

Jesse

Heigh-ho! Jack Frost,

Wee Folks

A

Knowing the girl's wayward habits Mrs. Phelps had
k d City Marshal Fish to have the girl “picked up” if he

de Rose

Holiday,

She had replied

that if the girl had wanted to go away perhaps it was for

Haydn

cept the radio, which continued to blare for some time.
The partition between the rooms is very thin, and
when Mrs. Phelps returned they heard her say: “I can't,'
daddy!” and this was repeated three times.
Phelps .according to the neighbors, didn't go to bed j
all night, but paced the floor and walked upstairs and down. |
He also built two heavy fires in the kitchen range and
parlor heater.
Patrolman Roland J. Sukeforth.
He acted "wild" the next day, and would watch every whose
of p^i,* ied to the
car which approached the vicinity.
utter** confeasion.

Mr, and Mrs. Robert MacFar
Penn
Smilin’ Through,
land accompanied by Mr. and
Mrs. Alice Rich of 4 State street, says that Phelps
Gaynor
The Slumber Boat,
Mrs. Cranston Dean of Lincoln
Barbara Lassell,
asked hey if she “noticed an awful smell."
ville are in Boston for the week
accompanied by Lucille Stanley
end attending the rodeo.
Mrs. Phelps meantime had left the house with the
Goodrich
Ellin Dance,
Miss Daisy Dixon of Augusta is
Goodrich
smaller children for a Halloween party.
Scherzettino,
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hath
Torjussen
A Summer Reverie,
Phelps didn't go to work the next day, but was busy
orne this week.
Madeline Munro
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur W. Drake
washing clothes and paying particular attention to the
Valse, B-flat,
Godard
and son Curtis Drake of Squantum.
Bentley
To a Cloud,
floor,
the neighbors say.
Mass., are guests of Mrs William
Barbara Lassell
But the man was very calm when the officers went tu
Stackpole. Elm street.
Grunn
In a Hollyhock Garden,
Miss Celia Stone arrived home
the
house
on one of the ensuing days, and told them to
Eckstein
T winkletoes,
last night from Castine to spend
Dorothy Peterson
search wherever they liked, even volunteering the use of
the holiday weekend with her par
Beethoven
Moonlight Sonata (adagio),
ents. Mr. and Mrs. William Stor.e
his pickaxe and shovel. The officers made an especially
Krentzlin
Night in May,
The Beta Alpha meets Monday
careful search of the two stoves, but Lieut. Leon P. Shep
Lucille Stanley
at 7 o’clock at the Baptist vestry.
Park Avenue Fantasy,
Mattmalneck and Signorelli
ard, who accompanied them, said that neither was large
Parent-Teacher Association will
William Edit
meet Thursday night at 7.30 at the
enough
for the disposal of a body weighing 130 pounds.
Cradle Song,
Brahms
High School auditorium. Dr. Rich
Phelps, who has been in the employ of the W.P.A.,
ard Barnes Kennon. Executive
Almon P. Richardson, deputy
is in critical condition, and Dr. Weisman thought he might
Secretary of the Maine Teach
a week as guest of Miss Small’s marshal who took charge when
ers' Association, will be the speak
Phelps wax brought to police station. not outlive the week.
sister, Mrs. Madeline Philbrook.
er usir.g as subject "Teacher Ten
Mrs. Flora Harper of Brockline.
ure." discussing the ruling con
School under the supervision of
ftftftft
Mass , is at the home of her sis will be hostess at her home on TENANT’S HARBOR
cerning this subject which was
Main
street.
I .mA O CHAMPNEY
their
teacher Harln Bragdon re
ter, Mrs. Edgar S. Bohndell, called
The annual meeting of the W.C.
adopted at the recent Teachers
Correspondent
The
Methodist
Ladies'
Aid
has
by
the
death
of
her
daughter,
Mrs
cently
produced two fine one-act
Convention at Portland.
T.U. was held Thursday at the home
££
set
Dec.
11
as
the
date
for
the
an

Mildred
Holmes.
plays
with
clever specialties between
James Carney returned yester
of Mrs. Charles Leach. These offiThe Garden Club will meet Tues nual Christmas Fair.
Tel 2229
day to the Veterans’ Hospital at
the acts, at Odd Fellows hall.
day night with Mrs. Viola Spear.
The Junior Ladles’ Aid met «‘rs WFre elected: Nina Leach.
Togus after spending several days
The program was: Piano solo,
Miss Helen Small and Mrs. Nel- I Frank A. Winslow cf The Courier- Thursday night at the home of president; F.ora Miller, vice presiat home.
Maxine Lowell; "Junior,” one-act
lie
Staples
left
today
for
WhitinsGazette
will
be
the
guest
speaker.
Miss
Helena
Upham
fcr
sewing
dent;
Margaret
Cant,
secretary;
The Baptist Boys’ Club meets
Rev. and Mrs. C. V. Overman and refreshments.
! Rhoda Hart, treasurer. The Presi- play, characters, Maxine Lowell, ErMonday at 7 o'clock at the home ville. Mass., where they will spend
The banner meeting for the local ■ dent appointed as directors Mabel1 dine Hocking, J. Ormand Cooladd Mrs. Diana Pitts were in Waof Ralph Paulsen.
Wash., and Sidney C. Tobey of terville Tuesday to attend the Bap- Farm Bureau was held Wednesday , Barter, flower mission and relief; broth. Arnold Hocking, Carl Olsen,
In the Churches
Fort Collins. Colo.; three nieces, tist Convocation supper meeting. at the home of Mrs. Marion Rich- I Josie Conary,. temperance missions;
Ronald Carver, Nathan Fuller.
St. James Catholic Church. Mass
The O. W. Bridge Club met Tues- ards with 33 present. Esther Mayo,1 Flora Miller, evangelistic. After
Mrs. F. E. Hanly of Billings, MontPiano duet, Erdine and Arnold
at 9 a. m.
I
day
afternoon
for
play
at
the
home demonstration agent was in the meeting the hostess served a
Mrs. R. L. Collins of Ventura. Cal.
Hocking; reading. "Ma Lectures
St. John’s Church. At 9 a. m„
and Mrs. Edwin H. Davis of Battle , home of Miss Marion Weidman charge of the program, the sub buffet lunch. The next meeting will
Pa,” Jewell
Larkin;
reading,
Holy Eucharist.
' Next week Mrs. Fannie Tliompson ject of which was "Aids in Clothes be at the home of Mrs. Flora Miller.
Creek. Mich.
"Counting Eggs," Harold Falla;
Baptist Church. Sunday School
Buying.T shoes being tlie major Talented Grammar Students
duct, “The Singing Hills," Helmi
at 9.45 worship at 11. The Junior
factor in the discussion. Dinner
Koioumaki and Ruth Wiley; read
The
pupils
of
the
Grammar
sermon is entitled "A Boy of the
at noon was served under the di
ing "Dr. Swanson’s Goat,” Wilho
Revolution." "Values That Last"
rection of Mrs. Nina Carroll, Mrs.
“KNt’TE ROCKNE—ALL AMERICAN”
Pirttinen;
is the subject of the morning ser
Elsie Munsey and Mrs. Annie she headed the Committee on the
"Buddy Answers An Ad," one-act
mon. Christian Endeavor meets I
Rockport Christmas Welfare Fund
Spear.
play with these characters: Bernard
at 6 o'clock with Ralph Paulsen I
Baptist I adics’ Circle will hold rendering valuable service.
Surviving besides her husband! Smalley, Harold Falla, Mary Mills,
the leader, using the topic “Rules
a “Silver Tea" at the vestry Nov.
for the Game of Life." At 7 o'clock
29. with a program and social hour. are her mother, Mrs. Flora Har- Agnes Troup, Edith Daniels, Wilho
there will be a union Armistice
At the 11 o'clock service Sunday per of Brookline, Mass., a half-sis- Pirttinen, Oeorge Mills, Barbara
ter, Mrs. Katherine Pooler of Port- j Morris; solos, "Blueberry Hill," SiDay service at the Methodist
at the Baptist Church the pastor,
land;
a half-brother, Charles ! erra Sue," Carl Olsen; "God Bless
ChurSh.
Rev. C. V. Overman will give the
Hooper of Baltimore; two aunts.! America.’
Federated Church. Sunday School
second in a series of sermons on
at 9.46. worship at 11. The morn
"The Certainties cf the Word of Mrs. Julia Bragdon of Franklin
Rear quarter windows in the
ing topic is " 'The Savior of All
Truth"; subject "I know that God and Mrs. Edgar Bohndell of Rock
Ford DeLuze and Super DeLuxe
port.
Men'—Of Believers in Particular."
is Just."
Funeral services will be held from Fordor Sedans for 1941 are set
Music will include the anthem
The usual Monday night meet
"Crown Him Lord of All." by Wil
ing of the Trytohelp Club will be the home at 2 oclock Sunday, Rev. farther back to give a better view
son. For Epworth League at 6
omitted next week, and Wednesday C. V. Overman officiating. Burial ' to rear seat passengers. They are
o'clock there will be a missionary
night the Club will observe its 13th will be In Amesbury Hill Cemetery, one piece.
topic, and the leaders will be Elea
birthday anniversary by holding a
nor Gregory ar.d Jean Crie. At
supper party at the Baptist vestry
7 o’clock the union Armistice Day
with the members of the Ladies’
"NORTH WEST MOUNTED POLICE"
Circle as special guests.
service will be held and the ser
At the Methodist Church Sun Robert Preston and Paulette Goddard provide one of tbe romantic high
mon topic is "The Warfare from
day Rev. F. Ernest Smith will use spots in the new De.Mille Technicolor epic "North West Mounted Police.'
which there is no Discharge." The
as subject of the 11 o'clock service
Federated Choral Association will
The most Important of the love and Paulette Goddard, who has
"The Great Detector.” All men stories happens to be a triangular ' one of the best roles she has ever
sing “In God We Trust,” an arcf the parish are especially invited.
angement from Von Suppe, and
affair, one ln which Gary Cooper, played, that of Louvette, an Indian
In the evening the subject will be
girl about es tame as a wildcat
"Rock of Ages", Bach, with inciden
cast as Dusty Rivers, a Texas Ran- I when it comes to matters of the
"The Most Glorious Task.”
tal solo by Mrs. Laura Harvey.
ger, and Preston Foster, playing heart. In short, she's out to make
Mrs. Abbie F. Riee
Dlrs. Mildred Holmes
Ronnie hers, and she does for a
Funeral services were held yes
Mrs. Mildred Holmes, 52, wife of Brett, Sergeant of the Mounted, ,
terday at the Baptist Chuch for
Clark W. Holmes died early Thurs both become romantically persuad- [ time even though she has to make
him her personal prisoner, there
Mrs. Abbie Frances Rice, who died
Pat O'Brien in the title role of "Knute Rockne—All American" delivers day morning at her home following ed oi the loveliness of Madeleine
at her home Wednesday. Rev. one of the famous Rockne pep talks to the football squad just before the a long illness. She was born in Carroll, seen as April Logan, a by making it possible for thousands
Donald F. Perron officiated and beginning of the big game.
Warren, daughter of Dr. Jchn K. charming nurse at a settlement of hall-breed Metis to ambush and
bearers were Frank D. Elliot. Ar
in the Canadian northwest called cut down a troop of the red-coated
and
Flora (Grover) Hocper.
Once again Warner Bros, have, any concrete terms. For Knute
thur J. Elliot. Alfred M. Strout come through with a powerful pic- Rocknes influence on the youth of
When she was two years of age Batoche. The love story of these Mounted.
Motivation for the main plot of
and1 Robert W. Walsh.
turization of tlie life of a great j America is incalculable. His popu- the family moved to Camden where three goes forward under exciting
Mrs. Rice was the daughter of man. It was Warners who brought \ larity traveled far beyond the she resided until her marriage to circumstances as the Mounted at the story has its basis in actual
William and Lucinda (Flint) To- the dramatic life of Emile Zola to limits of football, at which he was Mr. Holmes, then going to Boston tempt to put down the revolt of fact: in 1885, the Metis rebelled
bey and was born here Nov. 1, the screen. It was they who told a master. It was his sense of where he was employed. Ten thousands of Metis, a half-breed against the Canadian government.
1853, and had resided in this town the startling story of Louis Pas- 1 sportsmanship ra.mer than the years ago they came to Rockport people. Although many may be DeMille has built the rebellion into
anxious to know, it would hardly a story which finds the leading
all her life. She had been a mem tcur and then followed it with the 1 sport itself that fired the imagina- and had since resided here.
She became identified with, and be fair to tell who wins the love- \ members of the cast, wheni they
ber of the Baptist Church 43 years daring tale of Dr. Ehrlich and his (tion of people in every stratum cf
was an ardent worker, in various ly Miss Carroll in this instance. ■ are not concerned with romance,
and was also a member of the “Magic Billet" Now, with the life.
The other love story, hardly less being destoyeri by the half-breeds
W.C.T.U.
initial showing of "Knute Rockne—
Pat O'Brien's portrayal of Rockne town organizations, and was Past
She is survived by three nephews All American.” Warner Bros bring 1 is said to be the most authentic President cf the Fred A Norwood Important, concerns Robert Pres- i trying to save the Mounted from
"rank W Robinson of Safi Fran- you the life story of a man whose imagery ever to flash across tlie W. R. C„ and also the Rockport ton, tvho holds down the rcle of fighting back gaUantly against alInsuperable Odds.
Garden Club.
For several years Ronnle Logan, one of the Mounted. |
sco, William Tobey of Seattle, contribution cannot be reckoned in screen,

ROCKPORT

STRAND, SUN.-MON.-TUES.

Strand, Wednesd’y, Thursd’y. Frid’y, Saturd’y

and possibly by as much as 8,000,000
The Dunn Survey, published by
Rogers C. Dunn and compiled with
Many Made Before Elec out reference to the voting prefer
tion Shot
S
Wide of Mark— ences ,-rf relief recipients or em
ployes of the Work Projects Ad
Gallup Pleased
ministration, predicted on Nov. 3
President Roosevelt’s victory fol that Mr. Willkie would carry 29
lowed closely the findings of the States with a total of 364 electoral
two leading straw-vote surveys, votes.
A “fair appraisal of the 1940 pre
those conducted by "Fortune" mag
election situation" contained In
azine an 1 the American Institute of David Lawrences newspaper column
Public Opinion, the latter directed on Nov. 4, based on a poll of 1100
by Dr. George Oallup, a comparison newspaper editors, was equally far
of the figures indicated yesterday. from the event. Each editor was
Although neither survey predicted • asked t0 check whlch candldate hls
Mr. Roosevelt’s overwhelming vie- state favored and whether the state
tory in the electoral college, it ap- was „sure.. or ..jeanlng.» n* poll
peared certain that the President s as interpreted by Mr. Lawrence gave
majority of the popular vote would 186 "sure" votes to Mr. Roosevelt
fall between the 552 percent con and 269 to Mr. Willkie, and 51
ceded him by ’’Fortune” and the "leaning” votes to Mr. Roosevelt,
52 percent conceded by the Institute. and 15 to Mr. Willkie.
Other straw votes and forecasts
Dr. Gallup said that on the basis
fared less well. Emil Hurja, pub of returns then available the In
lisher of “Tlie Pathfinder" maga stitute did "the best job we've ever
zine, w'ho in 1936 as an analyst for done on this election. He pointed
James A. Farley, then President out that Mr. Roosevelt’s popular
Roosevelt’s campaign manager, cor majority at that time was 54 3 per
rectly forecast that President Roose- cent. less than 2’j percent more
velt would carry all but two States, tjjan
instjtute predicted on Nov.
predicted on Oct. 16 that Wendell 3. He added that the Institue had
L. Willkie would win the election by apparently been exactly right in Its
a majority of at least 2,500,000 votes. predictions for eight States and
showed a margin of 1 percent error
ln seven States and 2 percent in
Probate Notices
nine States.
STATE OF MAINE
’ "hat made the outcome of the
To all persons Interested In either
election difficult to predict. Dr Oalof the estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Rock- lup said, was the fact that most of
land. In and for the County of Knox. ,u„ . ,
,,__
on the 15th day of October in the ^he big States were in the doubtyear of our U>rd one thousand nine fui column. A shift of a few hundred
hundred and forty and by adjourn- .
,
.
ment from day to day from the 15th thousand votes, less than 2 percent
day of said October
The following
matters haring been presented for the in most cases, was sufficient to throw
action thereupon hereinafter Indicated all these States to Mr. Roosevelt and
lt ia hereby ORDERED
That notice thereof be given to all change she entire complexion of the
persons Interested, by causing a copy election, he added.
of thia order to be published three

Those Forecasts

weeks successively ln The CourierOazette a newspaper published at
Rockland ln said County, that they
may appear at a Probate Court to be
Dr. and Mrs. Charles Leach at
held at said Rockland on the 19th
day of November A D. 1940 at nine tended the Bowdoln-Maine football
o'clock In the forenoon, and be heard
game today. After the game, they
thereon lf they aee cause.
ANNA M CONARY. late of Rockland, will be guests of Mr. and Mrs. Na
deceased Will and Petition for Pro
bate thereof asking that the same than True of Freeport over the
may be proved and allowed and that weekend.
Letters Testament ry Issue to Cor
win H Olds of Rickland he being
Mrs. Nellie A. Wall ls visiting in
the Executor named in said WUI witla.
Freeport for a few days, as guest
bond
HELEN M SMITH late of Thomas of Miss Mary' Woodside.
ton. deceased Will and Petition for
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Conary have
Probate thereof, asking that the
same may be proved and allowed and entertatihed the past week their
that Letters Testamentary Issue to H
Nelson McDougall of Portland, he be nephew, James Conary of Dover,
ing the Executor named In said Will,
Mass.
with bond
ALICE M THURSTON late of Union,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Marriott
deceased Will and Petition for Pro
bate thereof, aaklng that the same and daughters Margaret and Bev
may be proved and allowed and that erly and Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Letters Testamentary Issue to Ray
mond E Thurston and Belle E Ken Underwood, have returned frem a
niston. both of Union, they being
the Executors named in said Will, trip, during which they visited
without bond.
friends in Rhode Island, Massachu
HORATIO D HALL late of Rock
land. deceased. WUI and Petition for setts and Connecticut.
Probate thereof, asking that the same
may be proved and allowed and that
Letters Testamentary Issue to Cora suitable person, be appointed Admr.,
E Hall of Rockland, she being the without bond
Executrix named tn said Will, with
PETITION TOR CHANGE OF NAME,
out bond.
esking that the name of Joy Mildred
LOTTIE M WATERMAN late of Barbour of St George be changed to
Appleton, deceased
Will and Peti Jov Mildred Glad
Presented by LIP
tion for Probate thereof, asking that Han A. Glad of St. George, mother.
the samo may be proved nnd allowed
NANNIE M WHEELER, late of Ten
and that Letters Testamentary Issue
Harbrr. dece-sed. Will and Pe
to Bessie B W Luce of Camden, she ants
tition for Probate thereof, mkih t in
being the Executrix named ln said the
same
may be proved and a lr" -d
Will, without bond.
and that Lettera T’«tanie hi
-- ie
ESTATE CHARLES B DAVIS late to Maynard M Whee ei n'
>:i.
of St Oeorge. deceased Petition for N. J . he being the E ecutor named
Administration, asking that Stuart C. ln said Will, wlthm t ivh n
Burgees of Rockland, or some other
ALICE R. WALTER, late ct w.r n,
suitable person, be appointed Adinr . deceased
Will and Pe It.on *'t
with bond
bate thereof, asking that th- •
•
ESTATE JANE P WHITE, late of may be proved and alow-l -nd
Rockl nd deceased
Petition for Ad Let'em Te-l-me-”- •»
ministration. asking that Gladys F. J Payson or Warren, he being the
Packard of Rockland, or some other Executor named in sala W*u. m.ssuitable person, be appointed Admx.
out bond.
without bond
ESTATE CORA E FOGERTY, late
ESTATE DELORIE K LAW. late of of Cushing, deceased.
Petition for
Union, deceased Petition for Admin Administration, asking that Nelson W
istration. asking that Frederick L. Law Fogerty of Cushing, or some other
of Whitefield, or some other suitable suitable person, be appointed Admr,
person, be appointed Admr , without with bond
..............,
............ ..................... .
ESTATE CARRIE A CLARK late of
ESTATE HENRY W STARREIt. J Washington, deceased.
Petition for
late of Warren, deceased. Petition for Administration, a-klng that Jennie E.
Administration, asking that Arthur E Humea of Washington, or some other
Starrett of Warren, or some other sultab'e person, be appointed Admx,
suitable person, be appointed Admr, with bond.
without bond
ESTATE ANNIE L. THORNDIKE,
PETITION FOR CHANGE OF NAME late of Rockland, deceased. First and
asking that the name of Frederick B
final account presented for allowance
Worthing of Rockland be changed to by The First National Bank of Rock
Frederick B Seavey
Presented by land. Exr.
said Frederick B Worthing.
ESTATE ALFRED K LUDWIG, late
PETITION FOR CHANGE OF NAME, of Thomaston, deceased.
First and
asking that the name of Eva Lucille final account presented for allowance
Patt of Rockland be changed to Eva by Mary L Skay, Admx.
Lucille Morrill.
Presented by said
ESTATE ANNIE J. GARDINER, late
Eva Lucille Patt,
cf Rockport, deceased First and final
ESTATE CHARLES H FRAZIER, late account presented for allowance by
of Philadelphia. Pa . deceased Peti E'sle C G. Pierson of Waterbury.
tion to Transmit Residue ot Personal Conn, Exx.
Estate, presented by Charles S Ches
CHARLES S COBURN, late of War
ton of Whltemarsh. Pa . and FidciityPhlladelphla Trust Company of Phil ren. deceased Will and Petition for
Proba’e thereof, asking that the same
adelphia. Pa . Exrs
may be proved and allowed and that
ESTATE ALTON M HIBBERT, late Letters Testamentary Issue to Reta
of Washington deceased
First and Patterson Coburn of Warren, she be
final account presented for allowance ing the Executrix named In said Will,
by Clarence U. Hibbert. Admr
without bond.
ESTATE LAURA E SIMMONS, late
LLEWELLYN MANK. late of Warren,
of St. George, deceased. First and deceased Will and Petition for Pro
final account presented for allowance bate thereof, asking that the same
by Catherine A. Smith, Exx.
msy be proved and allowed and that
ESTATE HARLAND j. CALDER Letters Testamentary lasue to Harry
WOOD. of Rockland First and final C. Mank of Rockland, he being the
account presented for allowance by Executor named ln said Will, with
out band.
Stuart C. Ourgess of Rockland. Gdn.
Witness. HARRY E. WILBUR. Es
ESTATE MERTIE L. SIMPSON, of
Rockland. Second account presented quire. Judge of Probate Court for
for allowance by Elisha W Pike. Gdn. Knox County, Rockland. Maine.
Attest:
ESTATE JOSEPHINE BURNS, late
of Rockland, deceased.
First and
CHARLES L. VEAZIE.
final account presented for allowance
Register.
by Robert C Burns, Exr.
132-S 138
ESTATE WALTER A LOW late of
5
Rockland, deceased
First and final
account presented for allowance by
Notices of Appointment
Lizzie E. Low. Exx.
ESTATE JOHN J MEEHAN late of
I Charles L Veazie. Register of Pro
Philadelphia, Pa, decea-ed.
First
and final account presented for al bate for the County of Knox. In the
lowance by Andrew Meehan of Phila State of Mvlne. hereby certify that
ln the following estates the persons
delphia. Pa . Admr. c.t a.
were appointed Administrators. Ex
ESTATE ANNIE ELIZABETH MUR ecutors
Guardians and Conservators
PHY, late of Thomaston, deceased. Pe and on the dates hereinafter named;
tition for Administration, asking that
FRED S. MACOMBER. late of Rock
Agnes Murphy McAulifie of Thomas
ton. or some other suitable person, be land. deceased. S. Arthur Macomber
of Rockland was appointed Admr.
appointed Admx . without bond
d b.n August 27, 1940. and qualified
ESTATE CLARA C WEED late of by filing bond. October 4. 1940
Union, deceased
First and final ac
JAMES T ROBINSON, late of War
count presented for allowance by
ren. deceased
Katherine L Linscott
Maud M Bolster. Exx
of
Falmouth was appointed Admx.
ALICE J. COFFIN, late of Camden, d b.n,
a . Sept 17. 1940. and quali
deceased
Will and Codicils thereto fied by c.tfiling
bond Oct. 7. 1940
and petition for Probate thereof, ask
NETTIE W WITHERSPOON, late of
ing tnat the same may be proved and
Leigh F.
allowed and that Letters Testamentary North Haven, deceased.
Issue to Silas A. Coffin of Bar Har Witherspoon of North Haven was ap
bor and Russell J. Coffin of Wellesley, pointed Exr, Oct 15. 1940. and Quali
Mass, they being the executors named fied by filing bond on same date.
HERBERT E MESSER, late of Unlow,
In said Will, without bond
deceased Merle M, Messer and Grace
ESTATE CHESTER B HALL, late of M Messer of Union were appolnte
Warren, deceased. First and final ac Exrs, Oct. 15. 1940, without bond.
count presented for allowance by
MARY E. MESSER, late of Rockland,
Mabel H. Withee. Exx.
deceased Edward C. Payson of Rock
WILLIAM E. BARROWS, late of land was appointed Exr, Oct. 15. 1940,
Warren, deceased. Will and Petition without bond.
for Probate thereof, asking that the
CHARLES D SYLVESTER, late of
same may be proved and allowed and
that Letters Testamentary Issue to Friendship, deceased. Nellie C. Syl
vester
of Friendship was appointed
Sadie R Barrows of Warren, she be
ing the Executrix named In said Will, Exx, Oct. 15. 1940. without bond.
ELIZABETH FRENCH, late of Thom
with bond And your petitioner fur
Rodney E Jordan
ther prays that the Court determine aston. deceased
whether the omission of grandsons of Thomaston was appointed Admr,
was Intentional or not occasioned by Oct. 15. 1940. and qualified by filing
mistake.
bond on same date.
Attest:
ESTATE ARTHUR SHELDON, late
CHARLES L. VEAZIE,
of Vlnalhaven. deceased Petition for
Administration asking that Joseph F
Register.
Headley of vinalhaven, «i some other
132 8 138
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Explorer And Wife

CAMDEN

OCl ETY.

JUNE COTE

Correspondent
ftftftft
Tel. 713

I Oeorge W. Hall and Cora E. Hall
; leave Sunday for Safety Harbor,
Florida.

Mrs. Abbie M. Richardson and
daughter Mrs. Evelyn R. McKusic
went yesterday to Salftn, Mass., to
attend the McKusic-Johnson wed
ding, which takes place this after
noon in Beverly, Mass.

Ben Ames Williams, well known
writer and Mrs. Williams, who have
been at their Summer place "Hard
scrabble Farm" Searsmont for about
six months, have returned to Chest
nut Hill, Mass.

Mrs. Guy Wilson who has been
patient in Deaconess Hospital, Bos
ton, underwent a major operation
Tuesday. Her condition is report
ed good.

Rourtds Mothers will meet next
Thursday evening with Mrs. Gladys
Philbrick, Chestnut street. Her as
sisting hostesses will be Mrs. Julia
Keene, Mrs. Irene Moran, and Mrs.
Esther Howard.

Mrs. I. J. Shuman was hostess
Wednesday afternoon to E.F.A. Club
for luncheon and bridge. High
score prizes were awarded to Mrs.
Mida Packard, Mrs. Hattie Davies,
and Mrs. Shuman, and Mrs. Charles
Richardson received low.

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence W. Sorensen

Clarence W. Sorensen, explorer
and editor, will present an illus
trated lecture Tuesday night at
Camden Opera House for benefit of
the School Milk Fund.
Mr. Sorensen is a Fellow of the
Royal Geographical Society. He ’»
a newspaper correspondent and
commentator, previously with the
New York Times, and now editor
of the Globe. While official pho
tographer on an expedition led by
the Crown Prince of Sweden, he
had rare adventure in Arabia, and
will bring his wonderful moving pic
tures of that expedition under the
title, "Clashing Empires In Arabia.”
Mr Sorensen is considered one of
the best present day speakers, and
old and young will thrill at his
story and pictures next Tuesday.
Reserved seats for the program
may be obtained at the Village Shop

Hatetoquitit Club was entertained
Mrs. Ethel Whalen who has been
Wednesday night at the home of
Mrs. Millie Thomas. Honors in visiting in Boston for several weeks
cards went to Mrs. Lizzie French, has returned home.
Mrs. Cora Smith and Mrs. Grace
The Jolly J-H Club, sponsored by
Rollins. A luncheon was served by
the Junior Women’s Club for girls
the hostess.
of Junior High School age, met
The Woman’s Auxiliary of St. Thursday night in the east room
Peter s Church had a parish supper at Community building and elected
Thursday night at the Undercroft officers. Elected were Miss Edith
David Keating of Boston is the
preceded by a service of evensong. Carr, president; Miss Lucille Treat,
The afghan presented by Mrs. vice president; Miss Virginia Mc weekend guest of hls grandmother.
Caslin, secretary; Miss Oeotgia Mrs. Henry Keating, Mechanic
Amory B. Allen was awarded to
Treat, treasurer. The remainder
Charles McIntosh, Limerock street.
street.
Following the meeting. Father Ken of the evening was spent on making
Members of Winslow-Holbrook
yon reviewed the interesting facts scrapbooks.
Auxiliary are requested to meet
concerning the Oeneral Episcopal
Mrs. Theodore Sylvester and
convention he recently attended at Mrs. Maurice Athearn entertained Sunday at 10 o'clock at the Le
gion hall to make arrangements
Kansas City.
Thursday night at Mrs. Sylvester’s
for the Armistice Day exercises.
home, at cards and luncheon. Bridge
honors were awarded to Mrs. Edgar
The young people will have a
NOW ON OISPl AY AT
Crockett. Mrs. Edward Baxter, Mrs dance at the Community building
SI ARS OROI R orrict
Lloyd Jameson and Mrs. Osgood Saturday night ln the Tower room.
Gilbert. Others present were Mrs. Everyone is urged to attend so
Clara Curtis, Mrs. Bernard Jame
these dances may be continued.
son, Mrs. Elmer Teel and Mrs. Law
rence Leach.
The Opportunity Class met
Thursday night at the home of Mrs
Eight newcomers were welcomed
Clara Gregory with 35 members
at the Chamber of Commerce Aux
and three guests present. The
iliary tea held Thursday afternoon
' class was glad to welcome back Mrs.
at the home of Mrs. Knott C. Ran
Nellie Magune and Mrs. Marguerite
kin, Cedar street. Bronze chrysan
' Grindle was made -a member.
themums were used as decorations
Thanksgiving baskets, quilts nd
ln the living room, and the centerblankets were donated by the mem
piece on the dining table was iavbers fcr needy families. It was de
endar and pink sweet peas. Assistcided to have the class banquet Nov.
I ing the hostess were Mrs. F. C.
20.
The program consisted of
Gateombe, Mrs. Ardrey Orff. Mrs.
, readings by Mrs. Eda Post. Mrs.
j A. W. Gregory, Mrs. Everett L.
, Helen McKinney and Mrs. Elizabeth
Spear and Mrs Allan F. McAlary.
• Williamson.
Refreshments were
served
by
the
hostess, Mrs. Clara
The Women's Mission Circle of
the Universalist Church will hold Gregory and assisting hostesses
its first meeting on Wednesday, Mrs. Mildred Havener and Mrs.
Nov. 13 at 2.30 p. m. in the vestry ' Christine Dorr.

MEN’S WINTER
WEIGHT SUITS
As Low
As

53c

Pilgrim brand in weights from
medium to extra, extra heavy;
cotton, part wool and all wools.
Spoody dolivory to our otRco
or your homo. A omoll
chor^o No C. O. D. too.

SEARS. ROEBUCK AND CO

I

liAWWmsi!
Tel. 1380

433 Main St.

of the church. The guest speaker
of the afternoon will be Rev. Mary
Gibson of Waldoboro. Mrs. G. L.
St. Clair will give Religious current
events and Miss Ruth Seabury will
play a piano solo. The response to
the roll-call will be with quotations
from the Psalms. There will be re
lief sewing and a social hour at the
close, the hostesses being Miss Ellen
Cochran. Miss Maude Pratt, Mrs
Mabel Snerman, Mrs. Blanche Calderwood Mrs. Elizabeth Flanders.
Mrs. Annie Gould, Mrs. Hester
Chase, Miss Annie Frost. These
meetings are open to all women of
the parish, whether they are mem
bers cf the circle or not.

Visit Lucien K. Green & Son for
Furs; Burdell's Dress Shop for
Dresses. Complete stocks always
on hand. New merchandise coming
in every day at moderate prices.
See them today. Odd Fellows Block,
School street. Rockland.
107-tf

Sunday and Monday
"SANDY GETS HER MAN”
BABY SANDY, STUART ERWIN
A Riot of Fun and Laughter
Children's Matinee Monday
4.00 P. M.—10c

Tuesday and Wednesday
THEY’LL KNOCK YOU
OUT WITH

The Courier-Gazette

LAUGHTER!

offers the Biggest

PENCIL DEAL
FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS OR GENERAL USE
(limited time only)

...A Champ and a

Scamp ...In a laughloadad whirlwind*
af action I

Richard

Imprinted in Gold Letters
Your cwn name and address, school, or your
place of business

Andy

W. C. T. U. Meetings
A schedule of meetings for the
season has been arranged by the
Rockland branch of the Woman's
Christian Temperance Union, the
officers of which are Mrs. Clara S.
Emery, president; Mrs. Susie F.
Lamb, vice president; Miss Florence
Hastings, secretary; and Miss Edwina Jipson, treasurer.
November 8
Institute, 10 A. M.-12 Noon;
2 P M -4 P M.
First Baptist Church Vestry
Guest Speaker: Miss Caremae
Bradford
November 22
Service at Almshouse (Thanks
giving Program)
Leader: Mrs. Lena Stevens
(boxes for inmates)
December 6
Social Service, Work Meeting
Hostess: Miss Ada Young
December 20
Christian Service at Home for
Aged Women
Leader: Miss Ernestine Getchell
January 10
Temperance Evangelistic Service
Evening meeting, co-operating with
local pastors
January 24
Our Legislative Program
Guest Speaker: Frederick W. Smith
February 7

Meeting Our Young People
Guest Speaker; Mildred Washburn
February 21
Medical Temperance
Leader: Miss Ada B Young
Hostess: Mrs. Etta Stoddard
March 7
Temperance Day in the Schools
(members visit local schools)
March 21

Missions and the W. C. T. U. Today
Leader: Mrs. Kate Brawn
Hostess: Mrs. Edith Tweedie
April 4
Social Service, work meeting
Hostess: Mrs. Alice Kittredge
April 18
Patriotic Service, Christian Citizen
ship
Leader: Mary Perry Rich
Hostess: Mrs. Lena Stevens
May 2
Mothers and Babies
Leader: Mrs. Minnie Cross
Hostess: Mrs Susie Lamb
Place: Congregational Church
Vestry
May 16
Department Work. Literature
Leader: Mrs. Clara Emery
Hostess: Mrs. Kate Brawn
May 24
County Convention
June 1
Annual Meeting
• • • •
OFFICERS
President,
Mrs. Clara S. Emery
Vice President, Mrs. Susie F. Lamb
Secretary, Miss Florence Hastings
Treasurer,
Miss Edwina Jipson

7 30.

The Woman's Baptist Mission
Circle will meet at the Church
parlors Tuesday at 230 o'clock
Members are asked to take their
mite boxes.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Page were
in Dover-Foxcroft recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Burkett and
son. Richard of Arlington, Mass.,
are weekend guests of his parents,
Mr and Mrs. Benj. Burkett.
Mr. and Mrs. Lionel Cooper
have recently moved to 25A Central
street.
Worship will be at 10.30 at the
Methodist Church Sunday morn
ing with sermon by Rev. Weston
P. Holman on the subject “The
Disturbing Christ." Mrs. Alfred
Wilman will be the soloist. Church
school and Bible classes will meet
at 1145 in charge of Mrs. Stella
McRae. Happy Hour service will
be at 7 o'clock, with sor.g service
and talk by the pastor entitled
"Wrong Way of Righteousness."
Mrs. Allen Payson will be the solo
ist. Church Night service will be
held Thursday night at 7 o'clock
and choir rehearsal is Friday night.

I
j

Gilbert Laite introduced for the
first time a beautiful new ballad
by Everett Oritive, “Dear Little
Home in Maine.” The composeT
waa the accompanist. "Toddy’
Bridges gave several saxophone
solos.
Elmer Joyce was presented a
beautiful basket of flowers from
his mother by Finley Calder.
All present were especially im
pressed and it seemed like od times
to hear a personal message from
A. B. Stevenson. Jr., which was
played from an electrical transcrip
tion.
The rest of the evening was spent
in dancing and refreshments were
served.

Masonic Installation
A large crowd attended the Commandery Installation of Officers
Thursday night. The installing
officers were Right Emminent John
L. Tewksbury, grand junior war
den of Grand Commandery; grand
marshall, Sir Elmer P. True; grand
prelate. Sir Adin L. Hopkins; and
these offleres were installed; Com
Miss Nathalie Jones of Boston is
mander, Elmer E. Joyce; general
issimo, George E. Boynton; cap spending the holiday weekend with
tain general. Zelma M. Dwinal; her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert
senior warden. John K Salisbury; C. Jones, Holmes street.
junior warden, Robert W. Jamie
son; prelate; Sir William F. Ran
graphic s
kin; treasurer. Charles C. Wood;
recorder. JohraL. Tewksbury; stand
ard bearer. Guy Cucinotta; sword
THEATRE
. ,
,
bearer. AlphonsoS. Prince; warder,
C-nden
I 251
Fred W. Elwell; sentinel, Finley H
Calder.
SAT., NOV. 9. Last Times Today
The entertainment program in
ON STAGE. (SAT. EVG. ONLY
TEX THORNE
cluded violin solos. Saul Polisner;
popular WABI singer, with
“CRACKERS” A DANNY PATT
plus

ComiquE

SUN.-MON.-TUES.

on Record
•

Franklin Kennedy, Mechanic
street was accidently shot through
the leg Thursday while loading a
pistol. He was taken for first aid
to the Fire Department and then
to Community Hospital where he
received! treatment, afterwards re
turning to his home.
B. F. Mathews, Jt.„ is in Bos
ton on business.
Miss Ruth Gray is spending the
Winter with Mr. and Mrs. Rich
ard Welch.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Crone. Percy
Keller. Milford Payson and Mrs.
Richard Foxwell attended the An
nual meeting of the Maine Winter
Sports Federation Friday in Au
gusta where Mr. Crone was one
of the speakers.
A program of special interest
will be held Sunday at 11 at the
Baptist Church. Mrs. Rosalie Lam
son, who has been under fire of
the Japanese ln China, will be the
guest speaker. The annual White
Christmas tree will be observed
with gifts for the needy beyond
these shores, and all aTe invited to
take articles of clothing, yarn,
towels, hose, pencils and rulers,
scrap-books, empty or filled, looseleaf paper three holes and pads
of medium size, thread, toys, wash
cloths, soap,, combs and tooth
brushes. Christmas carols will be
sung with special music by the
Young People's choir. The church
school convenes at 9.45 and the
evening forums meet at 5 and 6
o'clook. The midweek devotional
service will be Thursday night at

W

CHEAT COACH!
▲ CHEAT AMERICAN!

/CX GREAT GUY!

“FLOWING GOLD”

Pat O'Brien,
John Garfield
Frances Farmer
plus
The Three Mesquiteers

“Covered Wagon Days”
SUN.-MON., NOV. 10-11
Rockland will not play these firs
run pictures!
The Bumstead Family
Blondie

LRLENDEVIN1

One line of imprinting limited to 30 letters.
An offer as sensational as this has been made
possible only through close co-operation with
one of America’s largest manufacturers.
Imagine quality pencils with your own imprint
for just a little over 2 cents apiece.

Dagwood. Baby Dumpling

“Blondie Plays Cupid”

Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake,
Larry Simms
plus
Joe E. Brown
Twice as funny playing a dual

role in

18 Pencils,
30 Pencils,
60 Pencils,

$ .70
1.00
1.75

(Assorted Colors)
Postage 12c

“So You Won’t Talk”

144 Pencils,

$2.75

with FRANCES ROBINSON

Special Children's Matinee
Tuesday 4.00 P. M.—10c

(Yellow only)

Postage 15c

In writing quality, length of use, and appear
ance, you'll declare them the equal of pencils
costing much more. These pencils are Hexa
gon shape rounded corners, Number 2 medium
soft black lead; best for general use.

TODAY
GENE AUTRY in
“RIDE TENDERFOOT, RIDE”

PAT O’BRIEN
GALE PAQE • RONALD REAGAN
DONALD CRISP

NOW PLAYING
“SEVEN SINNERS”
MARLENE DIETRICH
JOHN WAYNE

READ THE ADS

Get your supply now, while this offer lasts.
Mail your order today.

THE TIMES !

Strand

Week Days,
Sundays.

892
2.00, 6.30, 8.30
3.00, 6.30, 8.30

Page Sever

TUES., NOV. 12—One Day Only
Encyclopedia Night. Vol. 4
You can still start your set
Last chance to start Vol. 1
America's No. 1 actor in thr
story of his stage success

“My Dear Children”
“The Great Profile”

John Barrymore
Mary Beth Hughes, John Payne
COMING WED.-TIIURS.
NOV. 13-14
Greatest air picture of all time,

“HELL’S ANGELS”

Jean Harlow

Janies Hail

Ben Lyon

Elected Officers

Loyalty Crusade

This And That

Music Clubs Will Sponsor
Patriotic Programs For
Armistice Day

National Federation of Music
Clubs and the Maine Federation of
Music Clubs, affiliated with it, will
formally join the long list of organ!- :
zatlons in the United States which
By K. 8. F.
have pledged their fullest support'
to the movement to combat subver- I
An Old English Custom
sive activities. On Armistice Day, |
It is characteristic of Charles 5000 or more music clubs in many j
Laughton that, to prepare himself hundreds of communities, including
for his picture "Mutiny on the those in Maine will sponsor pro
Bounty,” he read all the available grams of patriotic music, thus
books on the subject. In one book marking the initiation of a Loyalty
he found that Capt. William Bligh, Crusade designed to foster allegi
whose part he was to take, had hls ance to the United States of
uniforms made at the Bond street America and to American ideals.
firm of Gieves. So, when he was
The plan was presented to the
in London. Laughton dropped Into board of directors of the National
Gieves, and said, "I wish to inquire Federation of Music Clubs at Its an
about some uniforms you made some nual meeting in September in Wlstime ago for Captain Bligh.”
| consln by Mrs. Helen Harrison Mills
"Yes, sir,” said the man, "and of Pecria, Ill., ohairman of music in
about what was the date, sir?”
international relations. The meet
"1786."
ing was attended by Mrs. Guy P.
“Just a minute, sir,” and in a very Gannett of Cape Elizabeth, vice
few minutes the clerk was back with president of the National Federa
an old volume containing not only tion and by Miss Louise H. Arm
the record of Captain William strong of Portland, president of the
Bligh’s uniforms, but a description Plymouth District, both cf whom
of how many buttons there were on are enthusiastic supporters cf the
the coat, how they were spaced, and movement. This constitutes the
which button-holes worked and first patriotic effort in which all the
which ones were there merely for clubs in the Federation have en
display.
gaged. although the leaders have
Laughton ordered a complete set persistently stressed Uie value of
music as a factor in the preserva
for use In the picture.
• • • 0
tion of democracy.
The Loyalty Crusade has received
The following list is printed by
widespread support since it was en
request:
Wedding Anniversaries — First, dorsed by the Federation's board of
Paper; 2d, Cotton; 3d. Leather; 4th. directors. The full text of Mrs.
Silk; 5th. Wooden; 6th. Iron; 7th. Mills' recommendation to Uie board
Copper; 8th, Bronze; 9th, Pottery; was read into the Congressional
10th, Tin; 15th, Crystal; 20th, Record, Oct. -4. by Congressman
China; 25th, Silver; 30th, Pearl; John G. Schafer of Wisconsin, and
35th, Coral; 40th, Ruby; «5th, Sap the crusade was recommended as a
phire; 50th, Gold; 60th, Diamond; noteworthy effort to promote true
Americanism. Many national or
75th, Diamond.
• • • •
ganizations wiUi allied interests, in
Demands of lonely women whose cluding the Music Educators’ Con
husbands, sons or brothers are ference and the various music so
serving in the army have caused rorities have signified their inten
a boom in the sale of big dogs in tion of supporting the project.
Mrs. Edward I. Waddell of
South Africa.
Presque Isle chairman of American
The story is told of Orville Wright programs and international music
that he was once reproached for not relations for the State federation,
taking up the challenge that Pro gave the Crusade her heartiest en
fessor Langley was the inventor of dorsement at the Fall board meeting
and urged all clubs to Include the
the airplane.
“You arc too taciturn” he was Loyalty Collect and the perform
told. “You should assert yourself ance of some folk music cf other
lands in their programs.
more.”
"My friend," replied .Orville
Wright, “the parrot is a good talker,
but a bad flier."—Children's News
paper.

Comique Theatre

Mrs. Edith Tweedie Heads
the Woman’s Society of
Christian Service ‘
The first regular meeting of the
Woman's Society of Christian Serv
ice was held in the vestry of Pratt
Memorial Methodist Church Wed
nesday night preceded by the regu
lar circle supper.
The devotional service was con
ducted by Mrs. Mary Littlehale, as
sisted by Mrs. Madlene Jackson,
Mrs. Laura Buswell and the presi
dent, Mrs. Edith Tweedie. Dr. H.
V. Tweedie acting as installing of
ficer in the absence of the pastor.
Dr Guy Wilson, the following offi
cers were installed for the ensuing
year:
President—Mrs. Edith Tweedie.
Vice President—Mrs. Ruth El
lingwood.
Recording Secretary—Mrs. Laura
Buswell.
Corresponding Secretary — Mrs.
Carol Jillson.
Treasurer—Mrs. Ivy Chatto.
Vice President of Missionary Edu
cation and Service—Mrs. Lena de
Rochemont.
Vice President of Children's Work
—Mrs. Thelma Stanley.
Vice President of Junior Auxilia
ry—Mrs Fannie1 Trask.
Vice President of Literature and
Publication—Miss Ruth Rogers.
Secretary of Student Work—Mrs.
Louise Gregory.
Secretary of Young Women and
Girl’s Work—Mrs. Lorita Bicknell.
Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood. program
chairman for the evening introduced
Mrs. Helen Carlson who gave a
most interesting talk on “China,"
illustrating it with articles brought
with her on her return from there.
The business meeting followed.
Miss Pearl Borgerson entertained
W.I.N. Club Thursday night at
her home on State street for lunch
eon and cards. Bridge honors were
won by Mrs. Hazel Curtis, Mrs.
Loretta Glendenning and Mrs.
Pauline Schofield.

The Woman's Educational Club
will meet with Miss Marion Weid
man in Rockport Nov. 22 at 3
o'clock. There will be speakers
in the evening and a box lunch
with coffee at 6 o’clock.

fc When
Colds Go Down

Sunday and Monday, Nov. 10-11
are premiere days at Comique Th°The laugh ls on me in what wa-v,*tre. Camden. On these two gala
Get After Distress
said about the Rockport Hotel and days the Bumstead Family are back
Improved Vicks Way
I blush to say* I wondered but did in “Blondie Plays Cupid.’ with
If a cold has “gone down." caus
not properly find out where that Arthur Lake, Penny Singleton and
ing coughing, muscular soreness,
Larry
Simms.
This
great
radio
or irritation in upper bronchial
hotel was located and when torn
tubes, see what a “VapoRub Mas
down. Watch my pink cheeks next family is helping little Dan Cupid
sage" can do lor you!
throw
hls
darts
and
getting
Into
time I am out.
With this more thorough trAto o o o
difficulty In the bargain. Love
ment, the poultlce-and-vapor
action of Vicks VapoRub more
You may have noticed whsn marches on with Blondie's help.
effectively PENETRATES irritated air
Charles F. Kittering says anything Dagwood does his best to aid but
passages with soothing medicinal
vapors... STIMULATES chest and
it is much quoted and why? Be as usaual gets things mixed up
back like a warming poultice or
On the same bill Joe E. Brown
cause of the good hard-head“d
plaster... STARTS REUEVINC misery
right away I Results delight even
thought in his clear thinking. He appears in “So You Won't Talk,"
old friends of VapoRub.
has said business can solve all the with Brown in a dual role, that of
TO OET a “VapoRub Massage"
with all ICs benefits - massage
employment and depression prob an innoffensive writer and a paVapoKub for 3 minutes on im
lems a lot faster and better than rolled killer, who chance to look
portant RIB-AREA OP BACK
government ever can with legisla alike The complications are thrill
as well as throat and chest spread a thick layer on chest,
ing with plenty of laughs mixed in
tive nostrums.
cover with a wanned cloth, be
• • • •
This splendid double attraction was
SURE to use genuine, time-tested
VICKS VAPORUB.
Irving Berlin has said while song booked especially to start the holi
plugging may help a good song it day week at the Comique.
never put over a poor one. We
would humbly ask where and how
all the poor ones come into use and
SPECIAL!
how do they get on the radio so
frequently? With what real Joy
LIMITED
we settle down to listen when the
real songs of other days come over
OFFER
the air.
• • • •
The finest and possibly the best
way to flnd cne's place under the sun
is to get out and shine in some
$2.70 value Walla mps
special manner. Let's all see how
far we can go!
• • • •
Who has any knowledge of Noah
Webster’s History of the United
includes
States? He wrote a number of books
100 wett bulb
besides the most complete diction
aries of the English language thnt
had ever been compiled up to his
EQUIPPED WITH
time and this dictionary ls still
INDIRECT BOWL FOR
tops with most persons.
• • ♦ •
BETTER LIGHT—BETTER SIGHT
Hint—Figs or raLslns or chopped
6" Plastic Indirect
dates are excellent food content to
Diffusing Bowl
BJjURRY! They won't last long et these
add to morning cereal.
• • • •
■■prices! Each lamp has a big 6 inch
100 Watt Lamp
plastic diffusing bowl to eliminate glare
Did you realize that the roseate
Bulb Included
. . . e smart parchment paper shade
spoonbill is among the oddest as
. . . and a 100 watt bulb without eitre
well as the most beautiful of birds
charge. You’ll want more then one, for
Parchment Paper Shade
in the United States but it is al
it's the handiost lamp you ever sew . . .
most extinct, and only about 100
just pin it up and patented stey*streight
Handsome
breeding birds are known to be ex
feature keeps it from tipping or swing*
Colonial
Design
tant now.
ing.
• • • •
Antique Ivory Finish
Debussy has become an influence
CENTRAteWlNE
I recognized by composers today. At
, first musicians of the old school
Pin Up Like a Picture
FOWKIpCOMPANY
thought hls works crazy but a study
Where You Want
Good
Light
; into them brings out the deep emo. tions in his thought.
• • • •
Another yacht to be built at
For all the places where you need good light
Bath for Harold S. Vanderbilt.
This yacht will probably be the
fourth time defender of the Ameri' can cup.
• • • •
When Indo-China manufacturers
sent a shipload of cement to Brit
ish Malaya recently, they demand
ed payment in United States dol

SALE!
°NLV

lars.

.25
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STEAMBOAT DAYS

Public Responded

“GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST’

-

.In Informal pictorial history of steam navigation In Penobscot Waters,
by John M. Richardson
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was Posie McIntire. Mts. Perkins
and Frank Oliver are the only
(By Grace S. Bowden)
ones left of the old Popliam neigh
Carl Nelson Tells What
Principal William D. Hall, Di
bors.
rector of Training Edith E. Leslie,
Later we called on Capt. and
Was Done For Veteran
Priscilla Plummer, Charles Parker'-1
Mrs. Nahum Brewer of West SouthWho Was Burned Out
and Marjorie Leach, representing
port but found that they were off
the three classes, spent Thursday
Editor
of
The
Courier-Gazette:
—
for the afternoon. We are sorry to
visiting the Fifth Street Junior
have missed them. We went next
As service officer for the Wins High School, Bangor, of which Rus
bo Brunswick where we had sup low-Holbrook Post, it is one of sell Morgrage, ’02, ls principal.
per. Miss McIntire and Mrs. Har my duties to aid distressed veterans.
A large group cf students and
rington were with us. also “Dete".
This week The Courier-Gazette ' faculty members enjoyed the Hal
After supper, we called on Mrs. inserted an appeal by the Legion ' loween Game Party held Saturday
Richard MacLeod, of
Mabel F. Robinson and had a de for furniture and household goods j evening.
lightful chat with her and Mr. for a veteran who had lost all his , Dark Harbor, served as chairman.
Miss Adelaide Pearson, of Blue
Hunt and his mother, who has been belongings toy fire. The response
very *11.
We attended church due to the appeal in the news j Hill, is to show colored films of
, her travels in various parte cf the
services in Brunswick and then paper was very generous.
j world which are ln the news today.
Perhaps many are wondering
went home to Bath.
[The lecture is to be sponsored by
On arrival at the Light the 9th hew this family is getting along the Christian Association, of which
we found everything O.K., as we and what has been done, and what Susie H. Nason, is faculty adviser.
knew it would be in the able hands more can be done for It. The
Since this is the last week in the
of Charles U. Gardner of the owner of the house ln which this quarter, examinations are being
Portsmouth Harbor Coast Guard, . family is now living has given a held in all subjects.
William Miller came coot hunting , month's rent free.
The Senior class in Maine History
Saturday and got 16 coot. The j The Burpee Furniture Co. sent have arranged group projects for
day the birds flew best it was too ' a cook stove and Studley's fur- j display in the administration buildnished a parlor stove. Both con- ! in& as a culminating activity ln
rough to get off the slip.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Brown and cerns delivered them, set the ‘he~u”e- Especially Interesting
. i. j
.
is the Progress of Light exhibit,
Mr. and Mrs. William Gardner and stoves up and furnished the pipe. ;Oertrude McKlnney of uincoin.
sons of Auburn spent one Sunday
From Damariscotta, Thomaston, I vme, ^as an exhibit of model ships
with us and Leon F. Jackson and ' St. George and Camden articles !on display.
son Philip of Dedham spent the J were sent; also a nice check to
Harry E. Moore, '95, of Los
— ......... . | Angeles, has presented the, school
weekend of the 26th here. Philip i
went out with Mr. Miller when we [ the Saturday issue. Here we come, with a series of clippings made dur
went gunning and saw his first | Jack Robinson has a car. We ing the early part of the present
century, which relate to activities
coot shot. Mr. Miller gave it to have named it Queen Elizabeth.
of the school and the alumni group
him to take home and we are won- j E. C. Stoddard of Portland and
Marion Littlefield and Philip
Peaks
Island
was
guest
of
R.
T.
dering how Philip made out skin- '
Robbins ,of Belfast, were Sunday
ning the bird. We enjoyed their Sterling last Saturday and Sunday. guests of his brother, Carleton
Morrill Peabody recently enter Robbins and family.
company greatly. Mr. Miller's
daughter, son-in-law and two chil- J tained friends at the station.
dren came to take Bill home, and ; W. C. Dow of Portland called be used for children's under clothes
from the Thomaston Legion Post.
, for us the cootirg season ended and Tuesday at the station.
A woman called me and said if
also the Summer season. We have ' Miss Elizabeth Sterling cf Peaks
been alone the past week and it Island was guest of Mrs. R. T. I could get some empty cartons,
' she had a lot of clothes, towels,
is only a sample of the weeks to Sterling last weekend.
Mrs. R. T. Sterling and Mrs. W. dishes and other things. I asked
come till the weather grows warm
C. Dow were in Portland Tuesday a local manager of a store for
again.
I some empty cartons and on hearTwo things we think of the past afternoon on a shopping trip.
Wonder how many readers real , ir.g what they were to be used for.
Summer which will make the sea
son worth remembering: One ize the weather that has been ours he filled them up with cooking
weekend we had a bride and groom to enjoy this Fall The fog signal dishes to supply aB the needs of
here with’other visitors and dur 1 here sounded Just one hour for the family; also gave me a table
ing the time two of the men tried the month of October which is cloth and a pair of bed blankets.
This is what I call the old com
to •’catch" the pump with salts i very unusual.
Halloween night the Sterlings munity spirit. Ifs a great place
which had been mixed with water
and left on the shelf. The other and Mrs. Hilt were guests of the to live in.
happening was when a guest of Dow family in Portland. The eve j About the only thing lacking is
ours who in calling at another ning was spent playing cards and a couple of bureaus or chests ot
Lighthouse was met at the door , at a late hour with Mrs. Walker drawers and some floor coverings.
The Legion Auxiliary, as always
by the Keeper who asked her, at the piano the crowd marched
|
to
the
dining
room
which
was
dec

has
co-operated and are making
"What is Love?" We hope he
orated in keeping with the evening. sash curtains for the windows.
has found the answer by now.
• • • •
Refreshments were served and it
I wish to thank all. who helped
PORTLAND HEAD
was a late hour when the party of 1 out this family.
Carl O. Nelson,
Vacation days are busy days and 14 broke up. declaring the Dows
1
Service Officer.
dues to the paper are in order for perfect entertainers.

■ ••■***■

Cape Neddick Light of which Eugene L. Coleman is keeper. His let
ter to The Guardians of Our Coast column appears below.
Photo courtesy Emerson Sadler.

Here is Ransom B. Fuller as she appeared operating out of Roekland in 1904. This was after her rebuilding Up the wild cout the anchored light Point Light on the Kennebec and
ships shudder.
making her the largest and unquestionably the best apeparing side wheeler in local marine history.
Taking sea on by port and starboard who now lives ln Yarmouth. We
raU.
By special request comes the, possessing a heart and a person-, Ingraham hastily replaced it with The fishing sloops beat up to Boothbay wish them much joy. They have
a fine family now—a daughter and
finale today for the largest wooden ' ality as truly as any person.
that of the old Katy, then in dry- FlyingHarbor,
like tackling gulls before the
a son. Maude has been very ill
gale
steamship ever in Rockland harbor. I
....
dock The superior performance of
Ransom B Puller. The Puller made 1 Some weeks back Bill MacDoug- tiie Katahdin whistle ln the fog New Englanders were canny ln thelr but is recovering. Their fine big
cradles
her first apjpearanae here at the' all made a special request for the ied to its retention on the Bangor And skeptical
the Instant they were dog “Shep" who won a medal for
born
time the City of Rockland stranded story- of the steamer Ruth. He has ajj ller days. Thus it happens that It takes a hell-bent storm to make saving a drowning couple when
his owners lived on the Light at
them certan
tn Mussel Ridge Channel, remain- a peculiar interest in her because during the final year of her exlsThe sun ls stringing south to Capri
Hendricks Head, was run into by
lng on the run for a considerable ' by his own admission, he was chief tence the Katy wore the very excorn
By Frances Frost ln The American a car in September and instantly
One
j kibitzer during her building at pen^-p chime whistle of her high
Mercury
killed. The Knights also lost the
Much larger than the City of. OUlchrest yard at the Southend stepping successor.
last descendent of cats they had
Rockland, the Puller was popular | in 1894 end by some shenanigans
....
CAPE NEDDICK
at Squirrel Island Light when
j -Just to keep the record straight"
We are back again after hav "Nigger" died in June.
"
|
in last week's yarn, quoting front
Boothbay Harbor was on our
an
apparently
unimpeachable ing a wonderful vacation. We
source, I said that Pentagoet was left the Station Sept. 26 and went route Oct. 6 and there we called
, rebuilt at South Marine Railway to Arlington. Mass., hy way of on Capt. and Mrs. Albert Staples
at a cost of S10.000. The ink was Dover. N. H. Miss Grace McIn who were on Boon Island when I
scarcely dry on the paper before tire and Mrs. Hildreth Harrington entered the service. We found
the information came that it was drove over from Bath and picked them both well and in good spirits.
at the Cbbb-Butler yard where us up with our company. Ernest We were happy to see them and
the rebuilding took place. This L. Cooper of Arlington. We waited stayed in their pretty home for
was a surprise to me for I never at the bank for Mrs. Cooper and some time, talking about old
j heard of a railway of any sort at what a fine welcome we received timet and Lighthouse news While
Cobbs. Shortly N. P Cobb ap from her. she was so glad to see there Posie called up Mrs. Benja
The Coopers invited my min Stockbridge of Ram Island
peared with the information that us.
a temporary railway was built at mother, my sister and brother-in- Light and talked with her so long
the yard to permit operating on law Mr. and Mrs. Alphonso C. that I thought Posie must imagine
| the rather flimsy old laker. A Grant to spend the evening, also she was back home talking with
supporting comment came later Mr. and Mrs. George Brown and Sue on Boon Island.
Alter leaving the Staples, we
from another state. These com daughters. Mary and Helen of
ments and corrections are highly Somerville and Mr. and Mrs. Les called on Mrs James Perkins and
welcome to J. M R. for two lie Coles of Cambridge. We had a her sister of East Boothbay and
J reasons, they show an interest ln most enjoyable time.
found them looking fine. It had
The wreckers had started their work in this picture, made at Corncolumn which u mosl
The next morning the "girls'’ been 17 years since we had seen
wall
N Y made
inl935.andStack
engines
when
thishoisted
snap- tying, and they make the correct- went shopping in Boston. That
?hot was
one and
of the
toilerswere
mavpartially
be seenout
Just
being
Mrs. Perkins who used to live be
afternoon we left for the Mohawk side Posie in Pophant when she
ashore. amidships. Photo loaned by Capt. William O. Benson.
ness of detail more certain for the
__________________________________ ____________________
forthcoming book "Steamboat Lore Trail and got as far as the Bridge
of Flowers that night. The next
and handled the heavy freight and at which he was land is) a past of tiie Penobscot ’
day we dined in Bennington ar.d
passenger business with ease. As master, wangled himself aboard
Prom Donald Ringwald of King by the first of the afternoon we
built in 1502 the Ransom B Pull»r foJ_the
Up
The story appeared on schedule ston comes a highly interesting were in Claremont. N. H. with Mr.
bore
little
resemblance
to
the
ship
------ sept 28. 'but the dizziest efforts I comment on two Penobscot River and Mrs. James E. Knowlton, Mrs.
h
h-r falled to Produce a Picture of the
COlUmn' R&lph Knowlton and Mrs. Harrington are
S
h
l.nff-h tn 217 5 Ruth
30 lhe £*tuallon Stood UP
Ross and Bismark, Mr. Ringwald sisters. We had a delightful time J
middle, bringing her length to 317.5
there.
's.
, .
.
nt yesterday when it was MacDougall says,
feet against 2748 for the City 01'
J
Their son. James W, took us on
“I thought, also, that perchance
„ ui
nf I himself who produced the picture
Rockland and 277 for the City of,
r
. . . . , -r-v„ you might be interested in some a ride all abcut the city and the {
I of the Ruth presented today. The
^g°r u .
u u—
»n u. steamer WM built in the same further information about the park and we liked the place very '
The photograph shows her to b°
Later ln the evening.
yard and from the same plans i tugboat "Ralph Ross, - that sailed much.
a handsome ship, rebuilt on iden
as the illustrious Gov. Bod- I in and out of your column a few James took hls young lady friend ,
tical lines with the City of Rock
tn to see us and we think there j
land (picture Sept. 28. 1940). She
will be wedding bells in Claremont
served a number of years on the,
next June. We hope so anyway; i
Portland-Boston run and eventually )
and wish them much happiness. 1
was sold to the Diamond Line oi
The next noon we had a fine
New York, renamed Broadway and
chicken dinner ar.d then. mu:h to
operated as an excursion steamer i
our regret, we had to start for
on the Hudson and adjacent waters.
Bath.
Her declining years were far from
We arrived ln good season ar.d
happy- and the last straw was her i
enjoyed every bit of our trip. We
utilization as a seaman’s home by j
had our deg "Dete " with us and .
the Salvation Army, she being
she enjoyed the trip too. She and '
berthed at Staten Island. Not
"Slnbad" (James W's dog) got
long afterward she was laid up en
along fine. While in Bath we were
tirely, windows battened and paint
guests of my brother and sister- '
peeling.
in-law Mr. and Mrs. Milan O.
In 1935 her owners, now the Bos
Leonard. I suppose I should have
ton. New York and Southern 6 S.
said my half-brother but he seems
Price is importont,of course ...
Here
is
a
graphic
portrayal
of
the
great
Fuller
as
she
lays
today
afte
Co., turned thumbs down on the
the same to me as an own brother
flve
years
at
the
hands
of
vandals
and
the
elements,
her
n-a
’
n
deck
stil
33 year old ship and the wreckers
But most important of all is
level and intact, a huge expanse of wood with the great paddle boxes still so I call him that.
started thelr hateful task. Tne ln place. Photo taken from the bow, looking aft. Loaned by Capt. Wm
One
day
was
spent
shopping
in
pictures show graphically the work O. Benson.
what you get for the price ...
Lewiston ard visiting ln Auburn
starting and the wreck of the great
where we saw the little boys whose
Your own eyes and your own
hull as tt lays at Cornwall today,, wej] but two years later.
weeks ago. She eventually became
resisting successfully the efforts of the chief kibitzer himself who told the property of the Cornell Steam doctor used to live in Vinalhaven,
tests will tell you that you get the
wreckers and the relentless work the Ruth’s engineer before the trial boat Company, which has long and who like to read The CourierGazette. Their names are James
of the elements as well.
run that she could never measure been engaged in the towing busl
highest quality in the lowest price
Capt. William O. Benson of up to the Bodwell, and time proved ness on the Hudson River. At and William Gardner and they
have grown a lot since last we
Kingston, N. Y„ valued friend of I
”as rlght
about the time we were at war
field when you get a new Chev
saw them.
Steamboat Days, sent six pictures1
with Germany, her boiler and en'
Portland was visited on business
of the Fuller in various steps of
glne were removed and she was
rolet . . . That’S why people have
and another day we spent shopping.
In another paragraph, speaking
demolition and it is deeply regretted
rebuilt Into a stake boat for use
that finances prohibit use of the as the vice president in charge of in New York harbor, renamed We took Mrs. Mary F. Ingham
given Chevrolet leadership in car
series. There is something that whistles, Mr. MacDougall solves “Stake Boat Number 3" and con with us, showing her through Mont
reaches deeply into the interior the mystery of the removal of the tinued in service until 1932, when gomery, Ward's store. “Aunt Mary"
sales for nine of the last ten years!
mechanism of a man as he views beautiful chime whistle from the her wooden hull was judged to is 77 and was seriously ill last
Winter but stood the trip fine.
the silent, melancholy remnants of City of Bar.gor and. putting in its
have passed the limit of its use
While calling on Mr. and Mrs.
what was not too long ago a great place the d>-eery single noter from
fulness. She spent the Winter of
Charles L. Knight of Woodfords
ship,—warm, productive, swarm the Katahdin It seems that on
1932-1933 laid up in Rondout Creek
we learned that tlheir daughter and
ing with human beings, moving i'te second tTip the Bangor's chime
and in May. 1933. was beached at
son-in-law have bought a new
swiftly from place to place, and refused to function and Captain
Port Ewen, N. Y.. where her hull
heme out Riverton way and we all
is still visible. Lying near her are
piled Into cars and went out to
the bones of many another vet'
see It. It is an attractive house
eran steamboat.
in a lovely location and we wish
“Your 'Bismarck,’ too, flew the
Again
Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow BilUngton
Cornell house flag at one time after
and family much happiness there.
leaving her Maine home."
The Knights' other daughter and
• e * ♦
son-in-law have moved into a
Capt. Roswell F. Eaten of Reck
pretty little house in South Port
land and New York was a welcome
land but due to lack of time we
1 visitor this week. He is operating
did not see it. We hope to have
a Gulf service business in New York
harbor near where Belfast and that pleasure at some future date.
While we were at the Knight
Camden dock and frequency sees
home
Frank Wick came to spend
the J. T. Morse, Rangeley, Moose
head and Boothbay, all Rockland the evening. Mr. and Mrs. Wick
have just welcomed a son whom
boats, under aliases at present.
they have named after Mrs. Wick’s
• • • •
Another highly welcome visitor father. Capt. Merritt Pinkham who
of the week was Capt. William used to be Keeper of Doubling
, Grover now of Waldoboro. He was
689 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND,
TELEPHONE 1250
. ...
_ .. „
...
n
4
, I master of the Pemaquid for seven More will be heard of him, anon.
And eventually “along came Ruth. ’ She is the smaller steamer in
....................,
...
the foreground and her close resemblance to the original Gov. Bodwell years during the heydey of her lo- Meantime, may Capt. Grover and
can be readily seen. The larger steamer at the head of the wharf has a | cal service and from her went to his charming wife be frequent visi
VINALHAVEN, ME.
familiar look. Who can name her? Photo from W. J. B. >L
adventures io metropolitan waters tors here.

At Castine Normal.

Figure the Price

Figure the Features - Figure the Savings

AND YOULL BUY CHEVROLET!

CHEVROLETS
THE LEADER!

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.
PEASLEE & ROSS

SWEllW-nSCtB

warAND TBlTU CHOOSE

CMS Tin

CHEVWIH!

CHEVROLET H0.2CAR N0.3CAR

90H.P. ENGINE

YES

CONCEALED
SAFETY-STEPS

YES

VACUUM-POWER SHIFT

YES

ATMO EXTRA COST
BODY BY FISHER

W/TR UM/STEEL TURRETTOP

YES

GENUINE KNEEACT10N YE
►ORIGINAL FISHER NO DRAFT

VENTILATION

YES

TIPTOEMATIC CLUTCH YES
—

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

NO
NO
NO
NO,
NO
NO
NO
NO
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MLYCHmOLl7
HAS AU THESE QUALITY FEATURES
CARROLL’S GARAGE
THOMASTON, ME.

BARKER’S GARAGE
UNION, ME.

’Va

